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Preece

It would be a waste of time to survey any group of classroom teach-
ers and ask whether or not they consider the development of creative
thinking abilities to be a goal in their classroom. Nearly every
teacher, regardless of training, philosophy, age, or sex would agree
that creativity is a desired outcome of instruction. However, it is
unlikely that there would be such agreement in response to ques-
tions such as: What is creativity? How do you recognize creativity?
What do you do to enhance creative thinking abilities? How do you
measure increased creativity? Within the usual classroom for gifted
children these issues become even more critical because the devel-
opment of creativity is a stated goal of nearly every program for
gifted Children. In some programs it becomes a primary goal around
which all teaching and planning is focused; in other programs it is
a secondary goal supplementing content oriented goals.

Given the considerable emphasis on these creative thinking goals,
the teacher of the gifted child will he called on to make judgments
about the creative abilities of the children in these classes, to select
or develop the most effective ways to enhance the creativity of gifted
children, and to evaluate the effectiveness of their instruction in at-
taining these goals. Faced with this formidable task and the volu-
minous literature in the area of creativity, the teacher is oftin at a
loss to decide which tests to select, which teaching strategies will be
effective, or which of the proposed curricula is most worthwhile.
The purpose, of this book is to provide teachers with information
about the research that has been done in the area of creativity and
the development of creative thinking skills so that they may begin to
make informed judgments about, and select appropriate teaching
strategies and materials for achieving their goals.

The book will be divided into four major sections. First, a consid-
eration of the definitions of creativity and their relation to giftedness



will be offered as a basis for the diseussionS.to follow. Next, a brief
icieration of means of identifying creati-ve children will be pre-

sented. Those first two chapters will be relatively brief and used as
an orientation for Chapter 3, the major focus of the book, Within
each of these divisions an attempt will be niade,to summarize major
ideas and research findings. In addition, reference will be made to
more comple,te descriptions and basic sources of information for
those who wish to pursue a particular topic in more depth. These
sources will be found in inserts labeled Basic. Reference. The third
chapter also contains specific, lesson plans that exemplify some of
the techniques described, labeled Teacher Guide. These additional
sources should set a teacher on the way to designing a curriculum
to meet specific needs and objectives.

The final section of the book is designed to provide ideas for eval-
uating the effectiveness of the program you decide to implement. A
program is only good if those who use it are comfortable With it and
are reasonably sure that desired effects are achieved.



.1 Defiriing Cre -iv'

The problem of defining creativity has received. attention in nearly
every attempt to examine the process, to identify potential, or to de-
sign strategies for its improvement. The complex thinking process
called creativity has thus been defined and redefined hundreds of
times from many different viewpoints. There have been so many
widely diverse definitions of creativity that one author has con-
cluded that there is an extremely low probability that a new one can
be found. It might be said that creativity within the field of defining
creativity npw seems impossible (Baer, Rowbury, & Goetz, 1,976).

PROBLEMS IN DEFINING CREATIVITY

All the various definitions of creativity seem to have stemmed from
disagreements relating to the following questions: Ara creativity and
giftedness independent phenomena? Are gifted persons necessarily
creative? Is artistic creativity the same as scientific creativity or
problem solving creativity? Do we measure creativity against the in-
dividual's past performances and eXperiences or against societal
norms? Can the creative process be broken down into component
skill's that can be learned? The research in the area of creativity has
not provided any firm answers to the questions posed here, but the
definition of creativity adopted by various researchers has greatly
influenced the development of teaching strategies.

Artistic Versus Scientific Creativity

The first issue to be b3nsidered here is the que
I

stion of artistic versus
scientific creativity or problem solving creativity. Whether or not the
strategies employed in the creation of paintings, sculpture, musical
compositions, or, other artistic products are the same as those em-
ployed by the scientist, the political leader, or other problem solvers



is not entirely clear. HoweveD, task analyses used to assess various
intellectual processes indicated much commonality in these strate-
gibs and have resulted in the formulation of several models of crea-
tive thinking based on the assumption that such commonality exists.
(See, for example. Guilford's model d6scribed briefly in this book
and more completely in the Basie.Reference on the Structture of the
Intellect.) The Structure of Intellect model and the research done in
the various strategies that will be discussed later also suggest that,
within the process we call creativity, there are several specific skills
that can be identified and modified to increase creative production.

Intelligence and Creativity

Whether or not the intellectually gifted person is necessarily crea-
tive is another question still open to investigation. Early studies by
Getzdis and Jackson (1962) first suggested only a slight overlap of
intelligence and Creativity. Even though .this relationship has been
generally supported by later research (Deltas & Geier, 1976), some
questions about the generalizability of the research findings still,ex-.

t. Furthermore, as Renzulli (1977) has suggested, our final evalua-
tion of adults as "gifted" is nearly synonomous with an evaluation
of them as "creative." That is, the society in general labels as gifted
those individuals who make a unique contribution to their field of
study or practice. It would thus seem that even though students who
are identified as gifted using IQ as the criterion of giftedness may
not have the highest scores on tests of creativity, there exists a close
relationship between these two characteristics in those who ulti-
mately produce the most valuable contributions to society. To go
one step further in this line of reasoning would be to conclude that
our responsibility to encourage the development of creative thinking
and problem solving in the intellectually gifted is of primary impor-
tance.

Standards for judging Creativity: Individual or Societal

The task of defining creativity in children is further confused, by the
lack of agreement about the standard against which a response will
he judged. A response (be it a composition, solution to a problem,
oil painting, or simple pun) might be judged creative relative to the
norms of the population of which the individual is a pat class-
room, school, community, or nationor it might be judged relative
to the individual's past experience and behavior. Both of these ap-
proaches have been used in the identification of creative potential
and pioducts. With young children in particular it would seem most
reasonable to use the latter comparison. Most teaching materials
have been oriented in that direction with an underlying assumption
that if the concept of inventiveness (in the sense of surpassing one's
own previous ideas and conceptions) is taught first, subsequent at- -
tempts to orient the child towa=rd :surpassing societal norms ,will be

0



easier. With highly gifted individuals, comparisons with societal
norms may even tend to restrict the bounddries and limit the direc-
tion of creativity rather than provide reasonable guidelines for com-
parison.

A Proposed Definition

One definition of creativity that avoids locking us into one perspec-
tiv.e, but is still very useful in allowing us to both Explore some of
the unanswered research questions and to assess the usefulness of
various tactics used in the development of creative thinking, is of-
fered by Jones (1972):

Creativity is a combination of the flexibility, originality, and
sensitivity to ideas which enables the learner to break away
from usual sequences of thought into different and productive
sequences, the result of which gives satisfaction to himself and
possibly to others. (p. 7)

MODELS OF CREATIVE THINKING

The orientation of researchers i defining and studying creativity
revolves around models that stres either the creative process itself,
the products of the creative proces .. or the personality of the creator.
Although the product models ha generate :nore research and
study of the processes of identifying potential and devel-
oping creative thinking, each orientation has resulted in the devel-
opment of particular -lotions about the appropriate means of identi-
fying and fostering creative thinking in gifted children.

The Process Orientation

The two theorists who contributed most to the idea that the process
of creativity is greatly affected by the environment ,are Carl Rogers
andAbraham Maslow. Their orientations led to the study of class-
room environment and its effect on creative thinking.

Rogers (1962), one of the theorists to speak o!the universality of
creativity. defined the creative process as the production of novel
ideas or products as a result of the interaction between individuals
and their environments. He carefully made no distinction between
-good" creativity and "bad" creativity, leaving that distinctft to
the individual to make in terms of his or her experience. It is Rogers'
belief that the ability to be creative in-this relative sense is an attri-
bute of every individual, but that it is often buried beneath layers of
psychological defenses. The cdnditions that provide for the emer-
gence of this ability from beneath those defenses are psychological
safety and freedom. Psychological safety is established by accepting
the individual as being of unconditional worth, providing a climate
in which external evaluaticn is absent, and providing empathetic
understanding. Psychological freedom allows the individual com-
plete freedom of symbolieexpression.



A, 1i. Maslow aided another dimension to this basic theory of
creativity. Secondary creativity, as defined by Maslow (1968), is the
type of creativity that results when one person works with and
"stands on the shoulders" of others and consciously proceeds cau-
tiously to cortclusians. Primary creativity is the creativeness that is
the heritage of every human being and springs forth from the uncon-
scious. This creativeness is found in all healthy children, but is bur-
ied, as Rogers claimed, beneath defenses that develop over the years.
Maslow alsb distinguishes between special talent creativeness and
self actualizing creativeness. Special talent creativeness is the type
of creativeness displayed by musicians or artists, whereas self ac-
tualizing creativeness involves a tendency to do anything creatively.
Self actualizing creativity involves a special kind of perception that
allows the person to see -the fresh, the raw, the concrete, the ideo-
graphic, as well as the generic, the abstract, the rubicized, the cate-
gorized and the classified" (Maslow, 1968, p. 137). Inherent to this
creativeness is the ability to express ideas and intuitive feelings
without dreading the reactions such expression might bring, as well
as a spontaneous, effortless, easy, and free manner of acting without
the hindrances of stereotypes, cliches, or preconceived notions of
what one should see, feel, or do. As Maslow sees the human being,
these attributes are all fundamental characteristics lost in the pro-
cess of enculturation and are only recaptured by the self actualizing'.
person who is able to dig beneath the layers of defenses and recover
them.

The Stages of the Creative Process

The creative process has also been studied through case studies of
creative individuals and autobiographical descriptions they, have
given of the creative process. These data suggest that creativity can
be explained as a series of chronologically ordered stages. Each stage
is crucial, and makes a unique contribution, tc; the overall process.
These stages have been described in many sources and are summar-
ized by Wallas (1976) as: preparation, incubation, illumination, and
verifi6ation. These stages suggest certain interventions that might
have a positive impact on the overall success of the creator. The
stage that seems most open to input is the preparation stage. Because
this is the stage where the individual must define the problem,
gather information or data relevant to the problem, and formulate
approaches to the solution, it would appear that any training that
allows the individual to be open and flexible in this process would
aid his or her progress. Similarly, the stage of incubation suggests
that the student may need time to ,-let the problern lie" before a
solution or idea is produced. This suggests that a teacher must allow
time for students to incubate ideas. Further, the student and the
teacher must not always demand immediate solutions to problems
or.immecliate products.

The notions that developed a s p f the process approach to crea
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tivity suggest an open, free envirannerit which uct-ered so that
creative behaviqr can occur -witlhoul threat with reinforcement.
Conditions that seem to corgi-Lute to such an environment have'
been researched and will be discussed in the third chapter of this
book.

Tie -Personali ty-Orientation

other researchers have appreacted the study orEfeitivrity-,--rts-deli-
nition, identification, an..1 development through the-study of crew
tive persons and their personalities. These studies have led to corn-
pos ite descriptions of creative individuals in the fields of architecture,
mathematics, and science, tvlany of the personality traits identified
suggest that these characteristics are closely related to the process of
creativiiy. That is it would appear that Inany,of the personality./ traits
that have been found in creative individuals relate to the chancier-
istics of Maslow's self actualized person and to the stages of the
creative process.

Among the traits that have_ been identified as characteristic of ere-
ativelndividuals are: openness to experience, internal locus of eyal-
uation, ability to toy with ideas, -willingness to take risks- prefererice
for complexity, tolerance for ambiguity, a positive self image, and
the ability to become absorbekl imp task (Guilford, 1.959; MacKinnon,
1970; Roe, 1952). Certainly the preparatory- stage of the creative



process calls on the individual to be open to new experiences and
ideas, to toy with ideas, and to feel free to seek out new ideas in
unfamiliar areas. The incubation stage requires a tolerance for ern-
big idly. The verification stag_ e is likely to require an evaluation of
the worth of the project and willingness to take risks in presenting
the ideas to others. The personality orientation led to the develop-
meee of several tests of creative ability, but did not have a great im-
pact ori the area of the development of creative thinking abilities.

The Product Orientation

The product models served as a beSlis ier the majority of the tech-
niques and programs aimed at the measurement and development of
creativity. These models focused on the production of new and orig-
inal solutions to problems or unusual and novel creations. The most
popular model has been J. P. Guilford's Structure of the intellect
(SDI) ruodel.

Guilford's'Structure of the Intellect Model

Guilford's Structure of the Intellect model was originally derived
,,frourvara,anzlysis,of data collected on thousands of subjects all of

whom took hundreds of tests of mental abilities. The analysis re-
vealed that the thinking processes people used (at least as assessed
by these tests) could be categorized according to the content area in
which thinking occurred, the complexity of the product produced,
and the mental operation used in the process. For example. if a per-
son is asked to recall his oe her phone number, he or she uses the
operation of memory to produce a simple unit of symbolic informa-
tion.'The operation is memory, the content is symbolic, and the
product is a unit. Mental tasks wereebus categorized according to
these three dimensions, with each task assigned some level within
the dimension.

Divergent Production. As aeesult of this process, Guilford identified
one mental operation which he labeled divergent production and
-whichlmconsidered to be one of the basic operations involved in
creative thinking, Thisrdeeritaleoperationewasdefined as the ability
to produce many, varied responses or solutions lb a given taskeTet
question...hie further' broke divergent production' down into more
specific components: fluency, flexibilitY, originality, and elabora-
tron. Fluency is the ability to produce several ideas-Or solutions to -a
given problem, flexibility is the ability to prodike ideas or solutions
to a problem that come from many categories of possibl,, solutions,
originality is the ability to produce unique or novel scilutionsTtie.ae
problem. and elaboration is the ability to add detail to a giverilidea
in order to produce a new idea.

A simple example will illustrate these al il:ties. Suppose we pose
the folio-eying question; If you want a drink of water, what are all the
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ways you can think of to transport water to your mouth?,It is readily
apparent that there are many answers to this questionglass, coffee
cup, tea cup, paper cup, etc. The more answers produced, the more
fluent the person is. If the individual chooses answers from many
categories by saying, "glass, cup, using hands to form a cup, hose,
bending head under faucet, making a fountain, etc.," then he or she
is said to be flexible. If the solutions are novel or unique then the
person is said to be original. Finally, the skill with which the person
builds on a given idea, such as describing the construction of a water
fountain in detail, is called elaboration.

Evaluation. Evaluation, another thinking operation described by
Guilford, has been emphasized in some of the creativity develop-
ment programs. This particular process. implies the ability to make

judgments about the worth or value of a response according to some
criteria.

The development of evaluative skills in the creative individu-al
would include the ability to evaluate products according to existing
criteria and standards as well as the ability to create new criteria and
standards for his,or her own unique products (self evaluation). De-
veloping evaluative, skills in :creative individuals is necessary for
two important reasons.First, The creative individual will need to

ij



assess the direction in which he or she is proceeding in completing
a taskbe it a mathematiCal or scientific problem, an artistic crea-
tion, a poem, or any other creative product. Evaluating the effective-
ness of the process and learning from past errors are crucial in the
development of_new ideas. Secondly, the creative person by virtue
of the creative process will often be using ideas, incorporating ma-

ials, and producing products for which no existing criteria are
applicable. For example, until the first irnpressio-nist painted, there
were no standards for judging impressionistic art. Pioneers in any
new endeavors will be responsible for creating criteria for success as
well as the successful product.

The combination of divergent production and evaluation as part
of the creative problem solving process is particularly important if
the level of instruction in this_area is to go beyond simple-exercises
into the realm of real problems and creative production.

It should be emphasized here that many other thinking skills, such
as memory and convergent production, play a role in creative think-
ing and problem solving. The point made by Guilford is that diver-
gent production and evaluation appear to play a major role in -crea-
tive thinking and are not developed in most educational programs.

The divergent production and evaluation operations are employed
across several content areas (verbal, figural, symbolic, and behav-
ioral) to produce products with varying degrees of complexity. The
assessment of these operations formed the basis for many of the mea-
tires of creativity discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the devel-

opment of these skills has formed the basis for the vast majority of
programs designed to increase creative thinking skills. Such pro-
grams haverg ezLeilly_focused-on-increasinythe-think-irg de-
clerbVd-inrihedivergent productiortprocess. The result is an attempt

to construct activities that span all possible combinations of levels
of complexity and types of content:

BASIC REFERENCE on the Structure of the Intellect Wodel

Any teacher of the gifted,who is interested in exploring a model that
will draw attention to the need to develop the higher level thinking
skills of these children (creativity included) should consult the fol-
lowing reference.

Guilford, I. P. The three faces of intellect. In W. B. Bathe & J. S.
Renzulli (Eds.), Psychology and bdtjotion of the gifted. New
York: Irvington, 1976.
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2 The 9ssessment of Creativity

The measurement of creativity or creative thinking abilities is still
in a very primitive stage of development. Unlike areas of reeding
achievement or mathematics achievement, creativity represents such') -
a nebulous concept that it has been difficult to define the concept, in,
such a way that we can examine a child to determine whether or not
that child is creative or has the potential to be creative.

STANDARDIZED INSTRUMENTS

Those instruments that have been developed to date are based pri-
marily on either the product or personality app_ roaches to creativity
discussed in Chapter 1. The tests focusing on products have gener-
ally incorporated the notions of creativity outlined by Guilford..The
best known and most widely investigated tests of this type are the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966).

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

The most popular and widely used measures of Creativity in chil-
dren are the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966). A
test based priniarily'en assessing the divergent prOduction abilities
discussed by Guilford in die Structure of Intellect model; the TTCT
yields scores for fluency, flexibility, origfniiiiiir, and elaboration.

There are two forms of this test-4igural and verbal Items on the
test c-osist of opthir ended queitions or task completi9n items. In-
structions to the individual urge that he or she be as original as.pos-
sible. ,Samples of the types of items that might, be found on these
tests fallow,



Verbal Form

In the space below list all the uses you can think of for a brick.
List as many interesting and unusual uses as you can think of.
Do not limit yourself to any one size brick. You may use as
many bricks as you like. Do not limit yourself to uses you have
seen or heard about; think of as many possible new uses as you
can.

1
2.

By adding
sketch
some
tell
and
your
number

lines to
some interesting

picture or
as complete -and
building on
drawing and

of the figure.

Figural Form

the incomplete figures
objects or

object no one else will
interesting a story

your first idea. Make
write i t at the bottom

on this page,
pictures. Try

think of. Try
as you can

up an interesting
of the block

,

you can
to think of

to make it
by adding

title for
next to the

Studies of the reliability and validity of- this instrument in-
dicate that the consistency of scoring and agreement between scot-
ers on this test is quite high (Torrance, 1966). Questions have been -
raised, however, about the validity of the instrument because of its
high correlations with measures of intelligence in comparison with
lower correlations with other treasures of creativity. Within gifted
populations, however, there have been repeated studies showing
low correlations between IQ scores and the Torrante Tests of Crea-
tive Thinking (Dellas & Geier. 1976). Slight variations in working
time, test atmosphere, and directors on the TTCT seem to yield dif-
ferent kinds of results and different patterns of correlations with.
other variables (Wallach & Kogan, 1965).

A final question raised about the Torrance Tests concerns aptitude
versus achievement. The degree to whIch the Torrance -Tests repre-
sent one or the other of these types of tests suggests the appron-iate
use of the test. However, like the intelligence/achievement
this issue is not likely to have an easy solution. At this point, it

a



seems safe to say that the Torrance Tests do in fact easure some-
thing different from the variables measured by in/'elligence tests,

Other Measures of Divergent Production

There are many other creativity tests that asf ess student divergent
thinking products. These include the corm- ietion of tasks such as
Alternate Uses, Consequences, Plot Titles; and the Utility Test de-
rived by Christensen, Guilford, and Wilscn (1958).

Many studies of these tests have been ,enducted to determine the
degree to which they predict given crea...ive production criteria such
as ratings of creativity by judges of proMots, pure ratings, etc. These
studies yielded highly inconsistent nd nonconclusive findings. It
is, therefore, impossible to say at Lh;i. time whether these tests mea-
sure creativity, some aspect of creahve thinking, or some quality not
closely related to creativity at all

Personality as 'a Basis for Assessing f'reiativ

Using the personality model fr,i viewing creativity suggested that
measures of learning style varfibles such as preference for cognitive
complexity, cognitive flexibility, and perceptual openness may pro-
vide some information aboui' individual creativity. A. measur2, of
cognitive complexity (Revised Art Scale of the Welsh Figure Prefer-
ence Test) was used in a nt.,mber of studies to successfully distin-
guish creative from noncrea Live artists using some other measure of
creativity as a criterion. (Dedas & Caier. 1974

n e
The pesonality ori-

entation has also beernii.nyed in justifying the use of such scales
as the California Psycholoi,;ical Inventory and the IPAR,to identify
creative individuals.

Other Measures of Creative Thinking

The tests discussed in th preceding sections represent commer-
cially available instrument for measuring creativity. There are many,
many more of these available and to review or summarize them is
beyond the scope of this 'publication. In addition, they represent
only a small portion of instruments used to assess creativity.
Hundreds of rating scales, semantic differentials, and self report
forms have also been developed. A number of these.-are listed in
the Appendix and sources of many more are listed in the following
Basic Reference.

BASIC REFERENCES on Measuring Creativity

The books listed below provid,?. listings and descriptions of tests,
rating scales, and questionnaires that might be used in the as'sess-
men( of either creative potential, creative achievement, orself rat-
ings of creative attitudes.

1



Borich, G. D., & Madden, S. K. Evaluating classroom instruction:
A sourcebook of instruments. Reading MA: Addison-Wesley, 1977.

Buros, 0. K. Mental measurements yearbooks. Highland Park NJ:
Gryphon Press, 1938, 1940, 1949, 1953, 1959, 1965, 1972.

Johnson, 0. G. Tests and measurements in child development:
Handbook Ii. San Francis Co: Jossey-Bass. 1976.

Johnson, 0. G., & Borrunarito, J. W. Tests and measurements in
child development: Handbook 1. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971,

Kaltscunis, B. Instruments useful in studying creative behavior
and creative talent. Journal of Creative Behavior, 1971, 5, 117-
126, 162-165, 268-274.
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3 Approaches, to the,.
-Stimulation..cAnd

Development of the.
Creative Thinking

Proess

The stimulation of the creative thinking process in children and
adults has been attempted through a wide varietyof approaches. The
many techniques that have been discussed range from indirect ap-
proaches that include more provision for an open and free atmos-
phere to highly structured programed materials. Within each of the
approaches, there has been conflicting evidence about the effective-,..:;
ness of the technique. In general, however, the research seerris- to
suggest that many approaches have been successful in contributing
to the development of the specific thinking skills that appear to con-
tribute to the overall creative thinking process. A. discussion of these
approaches, the ways they might be incorporated into the regular
classroom, and outcomes you might expect are presented in the fol-
lowing sections:

SE IING THE STAGE FOR CREATIVE THINKING

A first consideration of the teacher whr wishes to stimulate creative
thinking must be the classroorn environment itself. That the teacher
and the classroom climate provided by that teacher are crucial vari-
ables to be considered in planning for the developineat of creative
thinking skills is suggested not only by the general literature on the
effectiveness of teaching strategies, but also by the studies of creativ-
ity programs that show significant differences among pupils using
the same program but in-different classrooms with different teachers
(Callahan & Renzulli, 1974). Although no specific research has been
done that controls threatening and nonthreatening environments
alone, it is a well accepted notion that nonthreatening environments
are most conducive to creative production.

Torrance, in reviewing a number of, his studies.of creative behav-
for in the classroom, concluded that the primary values that a
teacher should exhibit for maximizing creative potential are:



spect for the questions and ideas of the child, respect for his right to
initiate his -own learning effort, and respect for his right to reject,
after serious consideration, the adult's ideas in favor of his own".
(Torrance. 1965, p. 252). Furthermore,.rnost of the specific strategies
and programs that focus on developing creativethinking skills are
predicated on the assumption that certain open and nonjudgmental
conditions are established in the classrooin prior to the initiation or
implementation of these programs. For example. the New Directions
in Creativity (Renzulli, 1973) program cautions teachers t© avoid us-
ing certain expressions or evaluative' judgments that are counter to
those values which Torrance found to be so irripOrtant. Examples of
phrases to be avoided include:

Don't be silly.
Let's be serious.
That's ridiculous.
Quiet down.
The principal won't like it.=
Let's be practical.
You should know better.
What's the matter with you?
That's not our problem.
We've tried that before.
That's not part of your assignment.
'1 hat's. childish.

good idea, but . .

It won't work.
Don't be so sloppy.

Torr&nce's research studies also support the notion of maintain-
ing a nonjudgmental attitude in the classroom. It has been shown
that children who work under conditions of unevaluated practice
and are encouraged to experiment freely will tend to generate :nore
creative responses in subsequent sessions than children who prac
tice under highly evaluative conditions (Torrance, 1965). This is not
to suggest that evaluation is not an important component of the cre-
ative'process, but rather that adult judgments must be suspended for
the creation of open and free environments. The development of self
evaluation is an important component of efforts to develop creative
thinking 'abilities and appropriate self concepts regarding creative
productivity. With gifted children, the ability to evaluate the worth
of one's own products becomes a crucial skill; often the product
will have no existing standard by which it can be judged or will
represent such novel thinking that few will be able to adequately
evaluate its worth.



BASIC REFERENCE on Cassroom Envirornvent

The book Rewarding Creative Behavior presents a philosophy, re-
search, and suggestions for creating environments in which creativ-
ity should flourish.

Torrance, -.".E. P. Rewarding 'creative behavior: Experiments in
clasiroorn creativity. Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1965.

Modeling Creative Thinking
The important role of the teacher and teacher behaviors has been
emphasized by studies of modeling and its effects on divergent pro-
duction. Basing their studies on the effectiveness of modeling in
changing other kinds of behavior, several re archers looked at the
effects of videotaped models on children's fluency arid originality.
In one study (Belcher, 1975), groups of students viewed eithier a__
model who gave many unusual usesfor a tin can or the same .model
giving the same number of uses, but very unoriginal uses. A second
group read a booklet on brainstorming and a final group, acted as a
control and received no special treatment:'` The film in which the
model displayed original uses produced the:most positive effect on
fluency and originality. A similar study that used models exhibiting
high or low fluency and flexibility in responding demonstrated that
high model fluency resulted in higher fluency and flexibility in both'
a parallel, similartask and on a task requiring considerable general-
ization (Zimmerman & Dialessi, 1973).

Other methods have also been used to presentmodels- of creative
thinking. In one study, the use of reading materials that described a
creative person in the process of problem solving (Olton & Crutch-
field, 1969) resulted in increased scores on tests of divergent think-
ing.

Although research in this area is very sparse, the results so far
would suggest that teachers can increase the number, the diversity,
and the originality of responses from children in their classrooms by
exposing them to models who are fluent, flexible, and original.
Since the teachers are obviously models in the classroom, it would
seem that if they Wish to, facilitate creative thinking in the classroom,
they should first Model the behaviors they wish to develop. It would
also seem that the use of models, on film or in printed literature,
who exhibit creativity would prove useful in generating a readiness
to respond creatively,

instruCtions To Be Creative
One very siriiPle teacher behavior that can be highly effective in in-

ifluencing the creative responding of children is to give instructions
that request that the students exhibit more creative responses (Maltz-
man,. Elogartz, & Breger, 1958; Ridley & Birney, 1967). Verbal in-



structions to role play a creative person (i.e., uninhibited Person)
while engaging in creative thinking will produce more original re-
sponses (Levy, 1966). Instructions to imitate models who were giv-
ing flexible and divergent responses have also been shown to in-
crease creative behavior in children (Harris, 1975). Although this
very simple instruction seems obvious and easily implemented, it is
often neglected. There should be a conscious effort on the part of the
leacher to implement this direction in a variety of ways to avoid the
pitfall of making the directions monotonous. That is the teacher
must be creative in instructing students to be creative. This might
provide an excellent opportunity for modeling creative behavior!

Open Versus Traditional Classrooms

The impact of classroom arrangerneht on creative expression was
recently the subject of a number of research studies. A summary of
the research evidence indicated that open classrooms generally re-
sult in superiority of performance on various measures of creativity
(Ramey & Piper, 1974; Solomon & Kendall, 1976). It is important to
note that in these research studies it was not simply the arrangement
of the physical space that constituted the identification of a class-
room as open or traditional, but also goal statements and ratings of
emphasis on regime, competence, obedience, grades, and indepen-
dence of students. The results of these studies suggest that if an open
classroom adopts those values and creates an atmosphere that is con-
ducive to creative; thinking, there will be an increase in certain cre-
ative thinking skills. Furthermore, it should not be concluded that
traditional classroom settings that incorporate those same values
and create the type of accepting atmosphere that fosters creative
thinking would not also produce such results. For exarpple, in a
study that simply recorded teacher-student interactions, it was found
that when teachers were "open" (clarifying; stimulating, accepting,
or facilitating), students tended to be "productive" (discovering,
exploring, experimenting, synthesizing, deriving implications).
However, when teacher behaviors were "closed" (jnclging, direct-
ing, reproving, ignoring, probing, or priming), then student behav-
iors_tended to be "reproductive" (parroting, guessing, acquiesing,
reproducing -facts ;reasoning from given or remembered date) (Mac-
donald & Zaret. 1969).

In conclusion, the literature suggests that physical arrangements
in the open classroom generally coincide with the adoption of in-
structional procedures and teacher attitudes which foster the devel-
opment of these thinking skills, an that it is the instructional pro-
cedures and teacher attitudes that are more influential in affecting
student production. The results of these studies also suggest that
immediate transition from traditional to open classrooms may result
in a temporary decreased level of verbal creativity until students ad-
just (Ramey & Piper. 1974). ,



The Use-of Operant_Conditionin_gTec ques

In listing thosecoMponents of the classroom environment that seem
to influence the development of creative thinking, reinforcement of
creative behaviors must be given consideration. Nearly every book,
paper., or lecture on the ionic of creativity emphasizes the need to
reward students for giving unusual dIrid unique responses or for cre-
ating novel products. Research in thp area of applied behavioral
analysis has given considerable support to the idea that rewarding
novel responses will increase the likelihood of the production of
rnore unique responses. Maloney and Hopkins 0973), for example,
were able to increase the number of different adjectives, action
verbs, and sentence beginnings used 'by students in-creative-vntftg-
activities by using a competitive game and giving, a "reward" of 5
extra minutes of recess. Increases in these mechanical aspects of the
skills of composition- were accompanied by higher ratings of creativ-
ity for compositions produced. after 17 days of this activity. There
was alto evidence to indicate that the increased writing skill was
accompanied by a change from negative attitudes toward writing to
more positive attitudes. It would thus appear that one can modify
sentence structure and the use of particular parts of speech both
quantitatively and qualitatively by the use of systematic reinforce-
ment.

Other studies have shown an increase in the diversity of forms
produced in block building activities through social-verbal rein-
forcements, and increased novelty in easel paintings done by young
children through the use of descriptive reinforcement. (Descriptive
reinforcement entailed giving comments that were directed toward
a specific aspect of the painting such as, "That is a very straight line
you are drawing.") The evidence presented in these studies seems
to support the idea that the complex behaviors we call creative
thinking or painting. etc., may be synthesized and positively af-
fected. by applying specific reinforcement techniques to aspects of
those .behaviors that make up the terminal skill desired. The use of
operant conditioning principles in the development of creative
thinking skills is more thoroughly reviewed by Holman, et al, in the
following Basic Reference.

BASIC REFERENCE on Using Operant Conditioning to
' Develop Creative Thinking Skills

This chapter presents a review of the various operant conditioning
techniques and specific behaviors that have been currently receiving-
attention in the literature.

Holman, J., Goetz, E. M., & Baer, D. M. The training of creativity
as an operant and an examination of its generalization character-
istics. in B. C. Etzel, J. M. Le Blanc, & D. M. Baer (Eds.), New
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developments in behavioral research: Theory, method, end
plication: In honor of Sidney W. Bijou. Hillsdale NJ: Lawrenicre'
Erlbaum Associates, 1976.

There is some initial' evidence that the type of reward may have'a
differential effect depending on the socioeconomic class of the
child. It would. appear, for example, that material reinforcements
(prizes) are less effective with middle SES groups than with lower
SES groups (Johnson, 1974).

An example r f the introduction of operant conditioning tech.
niques to creative writing activities is given in Teacher Guide I.



TEACHER GUIDE
A Good Writing Game*

This game is designed to increase the number of different ac-
tion verbs, adjectives, and sentence beginnings used in student
compositions. An indireCt result should be an increase in cre-
ative writing abilities.

1. Write a noun on the chalkboard and instruct the students to
write- a 10 sentence story using the noun as the story topic.
Upon completion of the story (dlow about 40 minutes) have
the children turn in their papers and score each one in the
foll'owin'g way:

One point for each adjective.
One point for each adverb.
One point for each action verb.
One point for each prepositional phrase.
One point for each compound sentence.
One point for each different adjective.
One point for each diff -ent adverb.
One point for each different action verb.
One peint for each different sentence beginning.

Divide the class into two teams based on the scores earned
in the first item. Rank the class from highest scores to lowat
scores. Assign the highest child to Team I, the second high-
est to Team II, etc. This should provide balanced teams with
equal chances of winning in the competitions that follow.

:3. On the first day the game is played, ask the students to list
three different adjeCtives. Write these adjectives on the
chalkboard. Then, tell the students that you- want them to
write a 10 sentence story about the noun you are going to
write on"the'board and that you want them to use as many
different -adjectives as they can. Inform them that each per-
son will receive 5 poirgs for each different adjective used
and that the team score will be the sum of the individual
scores. The team with the highest score' will go to recess 5
minutes early. You might also say that-both teams can win
if the difference between their total'scores is less than 100
points or if both team score greater than a criterion score
you set.

-4 Continue this activity for several days and then change the
instructions to include as -many different action verbs as
possible, giving 10 points for;.each different action verb.
Atter several days, add 10 poirii-fOr each different sentence
beginning.

5 This 'game can be modified to include different adverbs,use
of corripound sentences, prepositional phrases, clauses, -etc.

*Adapted frqm Maloney and Hopkins (1973).



Stimulation Techniques

It has been suggested that one of the inhibitors of creative develop-
ment is a monotonous environment. To assess the effects of monot-
ony and novelty, Maddi, Charlens, Maddi, and 'Smith (1962) divided
their subjects into four gaupa:The first group was exposed to novel
(visual and oral) stimulation, the second group was exposed to mo-
notonous stimulation, and the last two were exposed to more normal
and usual stimuli_ Creativity ratings obtained from stories about pic-
tures of people indicated that monotonous stimulation resulted in
the least novel stories. There was no apparent difference between
the groups in the novel and normal stimulus conditions.

Fuerst and Zubek (1968) found that sensory and perceptual dep-
rivation caused experimental groups exposed to those conditions to
score significantly lower on Guilford's tests of ideational fluency
than control groups experiencing normal stimulation. More support
for the effectiveness of stimulation in increasing creativity was of-
fered in a study by Mockler and Shontz (1965). Five groups of sub-
jects (art majors, dance majors, visually disabled, physically dis-
abled but not visually disabled, and a control group) were
systematically administered tests of creative behavior under condi-
tions of varying degrees of visual and kinesthetic stimulation. An-
other group of 40 students was administered the same tests under
neutral conditions. The first four grbups had been chosen to repre-
sent extremes in visual and kinesthetic creativity to determine
whether the increases in creativity would be a function of the sub-
jects' initial level of creativity, the--intensity of the stimulation, and
the "sensory congruence" of the stir .iation with the subjects' life
style. Creativity scores were increased by all forms and all levels of
stimulation.

Taylor's (1970) gifted subjects were exposed to auditory, visual,
olfactory, gustatory, and somesthetic (body) stimulation and gener-
ally exhibited more confident and spontaneous production. Extend-
ing his previous work to include an analysis of the size of the draw-
ings, degree of openness, and esthetic creativity ratings, Taylor
found that following stimulation, the high school age subjects pro-
duced larger drawings (an indication of psychological openness ac-
cording to the author), drawings rated significantly more psycholog-
ically open by psychologists, and drawings rated more esthetically
creative. Taylor concluded that '!simultaneous sensory stimulation
is a feasible means for inducing openness which is an important
condition of creativity" (1970, p. 54).

Warm-up activities can also be used to establish a psychologically
safe environment in the classroom. The literature suggests that in-
volvement in gamelike situations that relate.to the creative problem
solving task to be presented is likely to increase the originality of
solutions in problem solving situations (Nash, 1975; Torrance, 1963).



DIRECT APPROACHES TO STINIULAnNG CREATIVITY'

A major goal of creativity training programs is facilitating the pro-
duction of original ideas. The operational definition of creativity
adopted by Renzulli (1973), for example, is based on the production
of ideas or products that are new, `original, and satisfying to the in-
dividual or someone else at some point in time. This type of origi-
nality:- like originality admired in creative works or ideas in the
larger. cultural sense, is more frequently the result of the generation,
evaluation, and synthesis of many ideas than the result of a single
spontaneous revelation. That is to say, the initial solution to a prob-
lem is not usually the most unique or elegant solution an individual
can produce. Therefore, fluency of ideas becomes an important char-
acteristic of the creative thinker and the fluency principle is adopted
as a ne,.:Jssary, but not sufficient, condition in programs that number
production of original ideas among their goals. A number of ip-

_proaches have been used to achieve the goal of stimulating children
to produce a large number of responses to a question. Among these
are brainstorming and word association.

Originality, as one of the attributes, measured by the various tests
of creativity and as an essential part of any definition of creative
thinking. also seems to require the formation of unique relationships
between and among ideas. According to Mednick (1962), creative
thinking requires new combinations of formerly unassociated ideas.
The more diverse the sources of the unassociated ideas, the more
creative (original) the association, In fact, Mednick and Mednick
(1967) developed a test of creative thinking based on that principle
(Remote Associates Test). The RAT requires the subject to supply a
single associate-relating to three unrelated stimulus words. In line
with the emphasis on new associations for creativity, the facilitation
of original thinking has also been attempted through word associa--
tion, training and brainstorming.

Word Association Training.

Early evidence of the fluency principle in word association training
was presented by Maltzman, Bogartz, and Breger (1958) in an exper-
iment that called for repeated associations to the same word list. On
the average, over 75% of the responses on the fifth presentation of
the list were responses unique to the subject being tested. Only 25%
of the responses on the initial presentation of the list were in that
category. Responses to a new test list by a group that had experi-
enced repeated associations to the original list were statistically
more original (as judged by the frequency with which they occurred)
than those of a control group. Followup studies have generally given
further support to this approach to training original thinking (Maltz-
man. et al.. 1958; Maltzman, Simon, Raskin, & Licht, 1960; Rosen-
baurn, Arenson, & Penman, 1964).

Later studies (Clark & Mirels, 1969; Mednick, 1962; Paulus, 1970;



Stalton, 1970) supported the hypotheses that early responses to a
given stimulus tend to be the more common ones, even when stimuli
are more complex than simple Words, and the greater the number of
responses generated, the higher the probability that an original re-
sponse will be produced (originality usually being defined in terms
of the statistical infrequency of the response).

The usefulness of the fluency principle in training creative think-
ing would be highly questionable without evidence of transfer ef-
fects. Such evidence has been provided by Haven, Cooper, and IA-
iselle (1958); Judson, Cofer, and Gelfand (1956); Maltzman, et al.
(1960); and Freedman (1965)'. Training that involves repeated pres-
entation of a stimulus with instructions to give a different response
at each presentation constantly resulted in- more uncommon re-
sponses to new stimulus materials and increased originality in, prob-
lem solving. In addition, Maltzthan, et al. (1960) and Ridley and Bir-
ney (1967) found that word association training increased scores on
Guilford's Unusual. Uses Test and Plot Titles Test. It may be con-
cluded, therefore, that activities that require the student to generate
multiple responses will usually result in the generation of more un-
usual responses on that task and perhaps generalize to other prob-
lem solving tasks. There are, of course, saturation or extinction ef-
fects that should be taken into account when encouraging children
to generate multiple responses.

Instructions To Be Original

As discussed earlier, another fundamental tenet underlying creativ-
ity training is the assumption that instructions to be original will
facilitate the Production of original responses. Ridley and Birney
(1967) found that instructions to be original increased scores on
Guilford's Unusual Uses Test, and results, of an experiment by
Maltzman, Bogartz, and Breger (1958) showed that both training and

,originality instructions produced a, significant increase in original-
ity on a free association test list. It should be noted, however, that
experimental groups receiving training and instructions were signif-
icantly more original than a control group receiving only training.

Brainstorming

Acting- on the assumption that creativity can be stimulated and
fluency can affect creative production, increasing attention has been
placed on the problem of developing specific techniques to unlock
creative potential. Brainstorming, the method most widely used and
researched, focuses on the generation.of new ideas by groups of in-

: dividuals. Aceording to Foshay, "brainstorming can best be under-
stood as an attempt to give' social sanction to openness" (1961). As
originally described by Osborn (1953) and further explained by
Clark (1958), brainstorming procedures follow one general rule:
ideas must be produced freely without consideration of quality.
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Thus, brainstorming is considered to be one activity that will de-
velop ideational fluency.

The effectiveness of this method in generating new ideas is attrib-
uted to varying phenomena. Clark (1958) claimed that the free at-
mosphere of a brainstorming session allows ideas to get to the sub-
conscious where a group of free associations is triggered. Osborn
(1953) proposed that the stimulating effect of verbalized ideas on the
producer and others in the group and the effect of rivalry are the
reasons for increased productivity during brainstorming sessions.
The stimulating effect of individuals in a group upon one another is
evidenced by Osborn's (1953) finding that one third of the ideas
produced in group brainstorming are characterized as being based
on another person's expressed idea.

Basic Guidelines for Brainstorming

The basic guidelines of the brainstorming procedure are: (a) cfiti-
cism is ruled out, (b) "free wheeling" is welcomed, (c) quantity is
desirable, and (d) combination and improvements are sought. The
leader's role in- brainstorming is to explain these rules; to see that
they are adhered to, and to prevent the group from breaking down
into smaller groups. The problem discussed should be as specific as
possible, and, according to Osborn, the ideal number of persons in a
group is between 5 and 10.

The extent to which the basic rules are followed, the role of the
leader of the group, the size of the group,(brainstorming has been
used by individuals as well as by groups), the addition of evaluation
procedures following a session of unevaluated practice and genera-
tion of ideas, types of problems, types of individuals, and training,
are all modifications of Osborn's original procedure:

Research on Brainstorming

The popularity of the brainstorming technique has generated much
research into its effectiveness, the effect of modifications, and the
interactions between these modifications. The type of problem posed
to the group and the technique used to present the problem are mod-
ifications that have been considered by researchers. Parloff and Hand-
Ion (1963) found that by making a distinction between "real" and
"unreal" problems and observing groups as they attempted to solve
these problems the groups left more generated ideas unreported for
the unreal problems than for the real problems. However, the overall
number of solutions was the same for both types of pro blem. Thus,
teachers can .choose either real or fanciful problems to practice
brainstorming techniques.

Presentation of the same problem in four different waysverbal
description, photographic representation, scale models illustrating
the problem but not allowing manipulation of the parts, and scale
models. allowing manipulation of the partsdid not significantly af-



feet measures of oodness of solution (Lbrge, Tuckman, Aikman,
Spiegel. & Moss. 1955). However, modification of instructions in or-
der to turn situations into problem solving tasks resulted in an in-
crease in the number of proposed alternative solutions to a problem
and an increase in the number of highly creative solutions (Maier &

1952) The sequence of tasks presented also affects perfor-
mance on brainstorming tasks. If easier tasks (those having many
easily arrived at possible answers) are presented first, a "set" of
high fluency is apparently produced that carries over to more diffi-
cult tasks.

One of the assumptions underlying the use of brainstorming tech-
ues was that the removal of evaluation_ increases the generation

of ,atiye ideas; vet. the ffajor criticism, aimed at brainstorming as
a creativeprobleM solving technique has revolved around the evi-
dence presented in the literature that unevaluated idea generation
often results in a smaller percentage of high quality ideas. Hyman
(1960) questioned the fluency assumption when subjects who were
given instructions to produce a large quantity of responses produced
68% more responses, but failed to .p.roduee enough "good" (un-
common and of high quality) responses to yield as high a percentage
of '-'good" responsesas'the control grout), He concluded that a large
quantity of respo6es may lead to quality responses for some but
not all types of problems.

Arici (1965.) attempted to test the principle that "quantity breeds
quality'.' by correlating the number and quality of solutions pro-
duced under brainstorming cenditions. Although all, correlations
were positive, they did not differ Significantly from zero.

A series of :followup experiments supported the brainstorming
principle. In one experiment, subjects untrained in problem solving
were given 5 minutes to produce ideas to solve a:given problern, The
total number and the'number of good ideas were tallied for each half
of the total list and compared. Significantly more, good ideas ap-
peared.in the last half of the list. [nth° second experiment, subjects
who had been trained in deferred judgment principles were asked to
produce ideas toward solution of a given problem for 15 minutes.
On this occasion the number of good ideas was totaled for each one
third of the total number of ideas. Significantly more good ideas
were produced in the final one. third of the list with no significant
difference between the first two portions of the test. Although there
was no significant difference between the.first one third of the list
and the second one third of the list, there was a trend toward increas-
ing proportions of good ideas as quantity was increased. According
to the author, the results suggested that "extended effort in produc-
ing ideas on ,a creative thinking, problem tends to reward problem-
solvers with a greater proportion of good ideas with increased quan-
tity- (Parnes. 1961, p. 122).

Brainstorming hes been shown to be an effective means of training
individuals and groups to be more fluent: however, there is a sec-
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ondary effect of the generation of many low quality ideas. Conse-
quently, brainstorming has been criticized as an inefficient problem
solving strategy. At the same time, research showed that training in
the evaluation or judgment of oreativ'e problem solutions results in
the production of a higher percentage of quality ideas. but for fewer
ideas (Stratton, Parrott, gr Johnson. '1970). The next logical step
would be to investigate the possibility of incorporating some of the
brainstorming techniques with strategies for self evaluation of the
quality of ideas. At least one study has demonstrated the effective-
ness of this approach (Stratton & I3rown. 1972). This study compared
brainstorming strategies, training that instructed the individual in
judging responses according t? some criterion, training that com-
bined the Iwo strategies. and no !raining. The combined strategies
produced the greatest percentage of high quality eesponsc.s (both of
the other strategies proved more effective than no training at all). It
follows that the teacher would not necessarily hamper the produc-
tion of quality ideas b's, instructing or informing students of criteria
for judging the quality of ideas. It should be noted, however, that the
individual is still allowed to judge his or her own products rather
than having judgment passed by the group or the group leader
(teached_

Brilhart and Jochem (1964) found deferred judgment (that is, sep-
aration of ideation and evaluation) superior to the textbook pattern
of problem solving (problem-criterion-solution-evaluation). In a fur-
ther investigation of the effects of suspended judgment, Christensen,
Guilford, and Wilson (1957) administered the Plot Titles Test with
and without instructions to write clever titles. It was assumed that
directions to write clever titles would call for evaluation on the part
of the student. The effects of calling for clever titles were a reduced
number of low quality responses and a higher average rating 'of de-
gree of cleverness. Guilford (1962) attributed the conflicting evi-
dence in the research on the effects of suspending judgment to the
kind of evaluative attitude of the thinker. That is, if evaluation is
used as a tool in the narrowing down of possible areas of search for
the solution, then it is an effective aid in creative problem solving.
However, if evaluation creates a fear of unconventionality, social un-
acceptability. ar.of being wrong, then suspended judgment is pre-
ferred.

The experience with evaluation and the tone set in the brainstorm-
ing activity suggests that the leader and his or her training and atti-
tude are important variables in brainstorming. Groups with partici-
patory leaders were superior in quantity of output, while groups.
with nonpartidipatory (guided but could not contribute ideas) lead-
ers were superior in quality of output (Anderson St Fiedler, 1964).
Fiedler..Pass, and Fiedler (1961) found that groups under stressful
conditions functioned better with firm leadership, while groups
working in pleasant. nonpressured situations performed more crew- _

tiv Ay with permissive, nondirective leadership. Since brainstorm-
(
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ing is generally a nonstressful-situation. it would appear that non-
directive leadership should be best for creative production in that
situation

The previously discussed results of Brilhart and Jochem (1964)
further suggested that leaders should be trained in techniques that
keep the ideation and evaluation aspects of brainstorming separate.
In addition, the attitude of the leader is an important variable. If the
loader perceives the task as a problem. to be solved rather than as a
decision to,be made, better results are achieved by the group (Hoff-
man, I larburg. & Maier, 1962; Maier, & So tern. 1952).

Osborn suggested that '12 was the optimum number of individuals
for a brainstorming group. However, most studies on the effective-
ness of hrainstorming techniques have been done with groups of
two, three. or four persons, and little research has been done on the
effect that variation in group size has on the results of research.on
creative problem solving. The little research that has been done has
been criticized for methodological inadequacies that result in mean-
ingless conclusions (Thomas & Fink, 1063). It has been found that
an initial problem that creates antagonism becanSe of a difference in
attitudes within the ,group will inhibit creative behavior on later
problems. Howeve'r, an -initial problem that helps develop interper-
sonal attraction among members of a group with varied attitudes
will enable the group to perform more creatively on later problems
even if those problems would ordinarily bring out antagonisms
(Triundis. Hall. & Ewen, 1964).

All of the variables discussed relate to the problem of the creativ-
ity of the group in brainstorming activities. However, the schools are
concerned with making the individual more creative. The following
questions, then, become considerations for the educator: Does brain-
storming inhibit or enhance the creative thinking of the individual
as he or she interacts in a group to solve a problem? Does brain-
storming training inhibit or enhance the creative thinking of an in-
dividual when he or she attempts to solve a problem alone? Do
groups or individuals find more creative solutions to problems?
Does training affect the creative behavior of the individual or group?

One of the fundamental questions at;ked by investigators in the
field. of creativity centers around the effect that group participation
has on individual creative production. Does brainstorming facilitate
or inhibit creative thinking? If groups with or without training in
brainstorming produce consistently more creative solutions than in-
dividuals, and if training in brainstorming enhances the group per-
formance, then training in group brainstorming is warranted. Or, if
individual creative .performance is enhanced by group brainstorm-
ing, then training in group brainstorming is warranted. However, if
individuals are more creative than groups and groups ihhibit the

.creativity of the individual, then a technique that provides for indi-
vidual training is more warranted. That is, if .individuals perform
less creatively or equally "W=ell after brainstorming training, then the

.



technique is clearly not an effective means of developing creativity
in individuals. "Group creativity cannot be very productive unless
individual creativity has taken place . . individual and group brain-
storming can help unlock the subconscious sources of creativity"
(Rapp, -1967, p. 65). This statement by Rapp points out the impor-
tance of examining the effects of brainstorming on individual crea-
tivity.

The most extensive research on the effects of brainstorming on
individual creativity was a result of the development of a course in
creative problem solving at the State University of New York at Buf-
falo its which the brainstorming principle was emphasized. To jus-
tify the use of the deferred judgment principle of brainstorming in
individual production of ideas, individual students were asked to
generate possible solutions to problems for 5 minutes per problem.
In one situation, the students were told to solve the problem in or-
dinary fashion; in the other problem situation, the individuals op-
erated according to the principle of deferred judger,erit. With unique-
ness and usefulness as the criteria for quality, the deferred judgment
method resulted in the production of More ideas rated as good
(Meadow, Fames, & Reese, 1959).

Numerous studies of the effectiveness of this course for develop-
ing creative thinking produced positive results. In an experiment in
which both trained and untrained subjects listed all possible uses of
a broom or hanger, it was found that all subjects produced more
good ideas (judged according to uniqueness and value) under brain-
storming conditions than under nonbrainstorming conditions (list-

- ing only good ideas), and subjects trained in the problem solving
course produced more good ideas than those who had not taken the
course. The authors concluded that "brainstorming instruction is an
effective method for increasing the production of good ideas in a
particular type of creative thinking problem, and that it is more of
fective if preceeded by extensive training in its use" (Parries &
Meadow, 1959).

In another study designed by Meadow and Parries (1959) to eval-
uate the effects of the problem solving course on creative abilities
and selected personality variables, 10 measures were made of
matched experimental and control groups at the beginning and the
end of the course. The results were:
1. The- experimental group had a significantly greater increase- in

number of ideas on both measures of quantity of ideas.
2. The experimental group had a significantly greater increment in

quality of ideas in three out of the _five measures of quality.
3. The experimental group showed a significantly greater increment

on the California Psychological Inventory-Dominance Scale (the
personality trait, that the course was designed to develop).

In the third study of the creative problem solving courses, Parries
and Meadow (1960) evaluated the persistence of the effects pro-
duced by that course. An experimental group (persons having corn-
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pleted the course 8 months to 4 years prior to the experiment) and a
control group (enrolled at the university, but having had no instrao-
t ion in the creative problem solving course) were matched for vocab-
ulary ability and then given six creative ability tests: Guilford's Ap-
paratus (quality). Unusual Uses (quality), and Plot Titles (quality
and quantity) Tests, and the AC Test of Creative Ability-Uses of Wire
Coathanger Test (quality and quantity). The experimental subjects
scored higher on all six measures than the two combined control
groups. The authors concluded that the effects of the course persist
for at least 8 months after its termination. A very recent study of the
creative problem solving course reconfirmed findings that enroll-
ment in that course results in increased divergent production abili-
ties. Incidentally, cognition and convergent production scores were
also increased in this study (Reese, et al., 1976). If we assume that
college students represent an above average population of studentt,
there is some grounds for expecting these effects to generalize to
younger bright students. Evidence that this might be true is given in
the study described next.

The creative problem solving course developed at the University
of Buffalo has also been used effectively with gifted high school stu-
dents (Parnes, 1967). The Minnesota Tests of Creativity (a forerunner
of the TTCT) were administered before and after a 5 week course to
an experimental group; the same test was also administered twice
with a 5 week time lapse to a control group. Experimental high
ity students (measured by the Otis Test of Mental Ability) showed a
significantly greater increase in scores on the creativity tests than
students of the same ability who did not receive training. Experi-
mental students of low ability showed greater increases than control
students of comparable ability. The difference did not reach signifi-
cance, although it closely approached it at the .05 level. A compari-
son of increases of high and low ability students in the course
showed no significant difference, Student ability was not a limiting
factor in the development of creative thinking.

Meadow and Parries suggested that the effects of the problem solv-
ing course be interpreted with caution. Although the course has left
students with beneficial results. the authors questioned how much
of the improvement was due to group brainstorming and how much
was due to open questioning and a free atmosphere. suggesting that
the latter may be a necessary and sufficient condition for the devel-
opment of creativity with brainstorming as one technique to estab-
lish those conditions. Gallagher (1975) warned further that some-
thing meaningful must be done with the results of brainstorming in
the classroom or it becomes merely a game,

Further support of the beneficial effects of brainstorming on indi-
vidual creativity was offered by Anderson (1963). Lindgren (1967),
Lindgren and Lindgren (1965), and Dunnette, Campebell, and jaas-
tad (1963).-Lindgren (1967) demonstrated that a brief brainstorming
session may be effective with some college students in Stimulating



creativity in drawing, sketching, and design. Anderson (1963) dem-
onstrated the additive effect that brainstorming has in a course in
creative thinking by comparing scores on the Minnesota Tests of
Creative Thinking. Students who received only brochures that in-
cluded selected writings and ideation exercises had consistently
lower mean scores on the test than students who received the bro-
chures plus a series of oral exercises based on Osborn's brainstorm-
ing principles. Dunnette et al. (1963) found that individual brain-
storming produced more ideas when it followed group participation
with deferred judgment than when it was not preceded by such par-
ticipation. Lindgren and Lindgren (1965) studied the effects of
graup brainstorming on individual creativity by examining the
nuMber. and quality of cartoon captions produced. In two different
cultures (American and Middle EaStern), they found a significantly
higher level of responses when the exercise followed group brain-
5torming.

Heuristics

Heuristic strategies are best considered as tools or guidelines for de-
veloping creative ideas. Many specific-Strategies have been devel-
oped to 9ssist the individual in approaching a problem creatively.
These include attribute listing, synectics, morphological analysis,
questioning strategies, and bionics.

A butie Listing

One means of influencing the generation of new ideas is called at-
tribute listing (t'arnes, 1961). Designed to generate ideas to improve
or change something, the technique requires the individual to list all
the important characteristics of an item and then suggest how changes
in the attributes would result in an improvement or a new use. For
example, one might ask the question: What are all the attributes or
characteristics of a clock? Students would probably begin by noting
size, color, style, shape, etc. The teacher should press for more ab-
stract, unusual characteristics such as sound, type of time, and type
of clock movement (spring, pendulum, etc.). Then the next step is to
consider each attribute and deternine how the clock could be im-
proved by altering that attribute. What are all the different colors we
could use to make the clock more attractive? What about clocks
painted with the school colors, for example?

Morphological Analysis
(

A closely related technique, the morphological synthesis technique,
requires the individual to identify two or more dimensions of a prob-
lem, list the specific values along each dimension, and then examine
all possible combinations of those values (Parries, 1961). When a stu-
dent has engaged in the attribute listing activity, he or she may then
choose two, three, or four attributes to alter simultaneously. For ex=
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ample, looking at all' combinations of sizes, styles, and movements
may yield new ideas. Morphological analysis may also be used to
look at other potential combinations of unrelated variables to come
up with creative ideas. A manufacturer may be looking for a new
way to package a product and combinations of shapes and materials
for containers. Why not package cereal in round containers?

An extensive list of quest -ions used to stimulate the students'
thinking dtiring brainstorming sessions was developed by Arnold
(1962) and incorporated into the creative problefn solving course de--
scribed previously. These questions are also useful in attempting to
implement the attribute listing or morphological synthesis tech-
niques. The questions include:

Other Uses
Can it be put to other uses as is?
Can it be put to other uses if it is modified?

Adaptation'
What else' is like it?
What other ideas does it suggest?
What could you copy?
Whom could you imitate?

What new twist could' be made?
Can you change the color, size, shape, motion, sound, form, or
odor?

Magnification
What could be added?
Can you add more time Strength, height, length, thickness, or
value?
Can you duplicate or exaggerate if?

Minification
Can ydu make it smaller, shorter, lighter, or lower?
Can you divide it up or omit Certain parts?

Substitution
Who else can do it?
What can be used instead?
Can other ingredients or materials be used?
Can you -use another source of power, another place, or another
process?
Can you use another tone of voice?
arrangement
Can you interchange parts?
Can you use a different plan, pattern, or sequence?
Can you change the schedule or rearrange cause and effec

Reversibility
Can you turn it backward or upside down?
Can you reverse roles or do the opposite?
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Combination
Can you combine parts or ideas?
Can you bldnd things together?
Can you combine purposes?

Transformation
_-

Can you change its form in any way?
Can -you loUrn it, punch a hole in it, paint it?

Bionics

Bionics, the search for metaphors and similes in nature for problems
faced by man and consequent solutions suggested by those similes
and metaphors, is another suggested means of developing creativity.

For the most part, these individual strategies have not been re-
searched, but programs or courses that incorporate a number of these
strategies have been shown to be effective (see the discussion of pro=
grams that follows). More specifically, Ridley and Birney (1967) de
vised a booklet combining five strategies of heuristic value that con-
tains principles for solu cloy-, of problems requiring divergent
principles (such as transformation). The booklet contains illustra-
tions of the use of the strategy as well as blank spaces for application
of the principles to each of three common objects. Training with
these heuristic principles had a significant positive effect on scores
on the Guilford Unusual Uses Test and the Plot Titles Test. Other
training strategies were found to be more successful after heuristic
training than after word association training or no training. That the
teaching of such strategies as transformation techniques, brain-
storming, "piggy-backing,- bionics, and morphologic- synthesis
is,an effective means of training original thinking was itso.demon-
strated by Davis and Manske (1966), Warren and Davis (1969),
Hutchinson (1967), and Stratton and Brown (1972).

Examples of implementing these strategies are given in Teacher.
Guide 2, Teadher Guide 3, Teacher Guide 4, and Teachei Guide 5.
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TEACHER GUIDE 2
Running Shoes: A Lesson Using Attribute Listing

and Morphological Synthesis
In planning a lesson using attribute listing and morphological
analysis. try to keep in mind that fluency, flexibility. original-
ity, and elaboration are important in producing unique and
useful solutions to a problem. In working with gifted children,
these concepts can be explained and then reviewed and em-
phasized prior to beginning The activity.

VVith the immense popularity of tennis shoes and other types
of running, shoes. students will be familiar.v?ith the attributes

,and desirable characteristics of these shoes. One might begin
this lesson by defining an attribute if this is the first time this
strati has been used. Be sure the students understand the
concept of attributeS. Then, ask the students to list attributes of
running shoes while someone records each response on the
chalkboard. List these attribtites horizbntally across the board.
(At this point kcep the principl6s of brainstorming in mind.)
Encourage the students to think in terms of many categories
physical composition of the shoes, durability characteristics,
fashion attributes. other physical characteristics, etc, Students
may wino up with such attributes as size; color (of soles, up-
pers. shoelaces); types of solescrepe. rubber, etc.; cost; type
of uppersleather. canvas, etc.; or shape of soles (higher at the
heel, the toe. etc.).

Gifted students should be encouraged to think in abstract as
well as concrete terms. Suggestions upon which students can
"piggy-back" other abstract suggestions may be necessary at
first. For example, style (e.g., adding racing stripes) might be
mentioned as an attribute to be considered.

'f'he next step is go back to the first attribute and ask the stu-
dents to begin to suggest ways in which each attribute could be
modified. At this point, students may wish to combine, alter,
or add attributes as new ideas come to mind. For example, a
student may wish to suggest that shoes'be made so that soles
can be interchanged. This might creatda new category called
"construction.''

Style (;nior
Types of

Soles
j'ypes of
tippers

Shapes of
Soles

16i:big stripe

no-
rammed
ultiodor

laces

Solid

Stripes

I'm) tone

Crepe

Rubber

Leather

Canvas

Leather

Canvas and
leather

Even

Higher at toes

Higher at
. heels



Style Color
Types of Types-- of

Soles Pppers
Shapes of

Soles

Make to look
like other

.shoes

Odor eater
soles

Built in
odometer

Lined with
odor eaters

Built in foot
ppwder

New fabric
with air
circulation

Thicker to last
longer

Encourage students to list all possible alterations, not just
those that they have observed. If students have difficulty in
suggesting modifications of the attributes listed, you might re-
fer them to the list of questions found on pages 00-00. It is
also important for students to develop and apply criteria for
judging their ideas. The attractiveness, usefulness, practicality,
and sales appeal might be considered for the product in this
example.
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TEACHER' GUIDE 3
Adaptation

To introduce the concept of adaptation, the teacher might ask
the students to explain the old adage, "There is nothing new
under the sun.- Then, suggest to the students several ideas or
creative products that have emerged as a result of borrowing
and building on the ideas of others. For,.example:'

Where did the idea for the'musical My-Fair Lady originate?
It was based on George Bernard Shaw's play, Pygmalion.
And didn't. Shaw originally get the idea from-a-myth?

2. Where did the American game of football briginate? It is an
adaptation of the English-gartie of rugby.

33 Which original-song has the same, melody as "My Country
"rismf,Thee-? "God Save the Queen" nas the same mel-

At this point, the distinction should be made between plagia-
ristit or stealing ideas and using an idea to develop other more
exciting or useful ideas.

To introduCe the students to using the principle of adapta-
tion, ask them how many ways a timer has been used to modify
a given appliance. As an example, oven timers that turn the
oven on and off at a given time may be suggested. Or, you
might point to timers that will start a coffee pot perking at a
given time or turn lights on and off. Ask students to list all the
existing adaptations they know about and then to suggest new
ways in which timers could be used. Encourage them to think
of their use in many different settingshomes, banks, f stories,
offices. schools, etc.

The next step in developing the students' a areness and
skill in using adaptation Might be to ask them to give examples
of other adaptations that have led to new products, new books,
or new inventions. (Television shows based on movies or

oks : our slice toasters, and wall telephones can be cited as
examples.) For each adaptation, ask the students to give the
original idea and then the adaptation:

Finally, ask the students to begin listing some adaptations to
existing ideas that they feel might result in even better ideas.
To enumrage students,-begin by listing such things as a self
sharpening pencil, a toothbrush that gives fluoride treatments,
or a pencil that knows all of the right answers.
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TEACHER GUIDE
Forced Relationships

Using one or more of the as shown here, ask the students to
describe the process through which they think the creators of
these products derived the ideas that ultimately, resulted in the
product.
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Ndw ask the students to list any other objects they can think
of that represent the combination of two or more distinct ideas
(consider a jacknife with bottle opener, locked filing cabinets,
etc.).

Finally, ask the students to'-generate three_ new products that
represent a combination of two other ideas. It will usually help
the students to generate new ideas if the teacher participates
and generates several ideas also. You may begin by suggesting
a classroom desk with built in calculators or penCil sharpeners:.
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TEACHER GUIDE 5
Introducing Heuristic Strategies in Brainstorming

A ist aquestions that might be used to stimulate the child to
modify an idea in order to produce a more creative idea is given
on pages 30-31. These include magnification, minification,
transformation, combination, other uses, adaptation, modifica-
tion, substitution, rearrangement, reversibility, and combina-
tion. The "unusual uses" type of activity found on a number
of creativity tests and as part of many 'creativity training pro-
grams such as The New Directions in Creativity Programs (Ren-
zulli, 1973) are excellent starting point's for practicing these
strategies. A simple exercise, such as asking the students to
generate new and unusual uses for automobile tires, will pro-
vide practice in the technique of brainstorming. The teacher
may introduce the activity by calling for each student to name
an alternative nse for automobile tires. It may be helpful to sys-
tematically go through each question on the list presented on
pages 30-31, thus beginning with other uses for the tire in its
standard form. For example, tires are used fog' agility exercises
in football. Can they be put to other uses if modified? A tire can
be melted down to make rubber balls. What else is like it?

Encourage students to generate fanciful ideas as well as prac-
tical ideas. The following cartoon shows how a cartoonist corn-
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.1
bined minification and modification to create a humorous idea::
Or, you might suggest using automobile tires as washers in fain
cets fqr giants.

It is necessary, as Gallagher (1967) pointed out, to avoid
in; only artificial, isolated brainstorming activities. Brain-
storming must also be used in sound problem solving situa-
tions. For example, an art lesson may make considerable use of
the questions used as guidelines in the brainstorming process.
A student may be presented with the task of representing a
given human model. The obvious first question to ask is'what
medium will be used oils? pastels?- sculpture? pen arid ink
arawing?-graphics? If I choose graphics, will it be a lithograph, .
silkscreen, wood block print, an etching? Will the final product
be larger, smaller, or life-size? Can I divide up, interchange, or
omit parts tO, strengthen the theme? What ideas other than the-
model are suggested? All of these questions may be asked in
seeking ideas about representing the model.

It should be very apparent that evaluation skills are again
important in these activities. Which of the ideas that- I have
generated are the' "best ideas"? Which will best serve my pur-
pose?
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Synectics

The use of metaphorical-modes of thinking to produce creative so-
lutions of problems has been developed by William Gordon in a
strategy called synectics. The basic principle underlying this tech-
nique has been labeled making the familiar stange. Application of
this strategy requires the individual to look at the familiar oi;jecti
around him or her in a new perspective. The corollary to this prin-
ciple is making. the strange familiar. To use this principle, the crea7
-tor attempts to locate elements in the problem that are similar to
situations or object:: with which he or she is familiar or understands.
The use ,of metaphors to accomplish these goals involves unique
comparisons based on three particular techniques: (a) direct anal-
ogy, (b) personal analogy, and (c),compressed conflict.

Direct analogy .ts the comparison Of two situations or objects to
look for similarities. How is popcorn like a flower? How is a sand-
wich like a crowd? Personal analogy requires that the individual put
himself or herself in the place of an element of a problem. How
would you feel if you were toothpaste in a tube? How could you be
sure you would get out before the tube is thrown away? Questions
such as these might be asked to solve the problem; How can we get
the most toothpaste out of the tube? The final strategy, compressed
conflict, involves looking at supposed opposites in combination to
find new relationships. For example, what is an example of a, loud
whisper or a sad smile? Teacher Guide 6 outlines a beginning lesson
using personal analogy.

These techniques have been shown to be very useful in industry
as aids to creative problem solving. Attempts to present thd tech-
niques in a series of workbooks and to present a basic course in syn-
ectics at the college level have been successful in producing more
creative problem solvers (Gordon. 1960). One attempt at introducing
synectics techniques through a program for elementary school chil-
dren was called Making It Strange. This program will be discussed
in the final section of the book.

Research on the effectivess of this strategy has been done primar-
ily with adults and college age students. Corporations have, for a
number of years, used this technique to solve problems and this
technique was also successfully incorporated into the,creative prob-
lem solving course at the State University of New York at Buffalo
(Gordon, 1972).

BASIC REFERENCE on Synectics

,Gordon, W. J. j., & Poze, T. The basic course in synectics. Cam-
bridge MA. Porpoise Books, 1971.



TEACHER GUIDE 6
Synectics: Personal Analogy

One of the techniques described in the synectics approach for
creativity is the use of personal analogy or putting oneself in
the role of some other person or object. The following is an
outline of questions that might be used in this approach:

1. imagine that you are a bicycle. What does if feel like to be a'
brand new bicycle? What color are you?* Why_? What kind
of person is going to buy you? What will you have as extra
equipment?

2. Where would you like to go on your first trip? How do you
feel as you climb a long hill? What would make your trip
easier? How does it feel to coast down the bill? Imagine
your brakes are slammed on .-HoW do you feel?

3. You are now 5 years old. What is the most exciting thing_
that happened to you as a bicycle'? How have you changed?
What does: it feel like to be an old bicycle? What do you
think will happen to you now? W:iat can you do to make
yourself more useful, to get back into shape?

This activity could be extended to involve direct analogies
by asking questions such as How is a bicycle like a television
set? Or how are the gears like a book?

You might introduce the notion of forced comparisons by asking: Which is
faster,, a blue bike or a green bike?. Why?
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BASIC REFERENCE on Heuristic Strategies

This book attempts to provide ideas for those who wish to improve
creative and problem solving skills. It provides brief descriptions of
models, strategies, practice items, and.. numerous references.

Koberg, D., & Bagnall, J. The universal traveler: A soft -systems
guide to creativity, problem-solving and the process of reaching
goals. Los Altos CA: Welham Kaufman, Inc., 1976.

*

Frank Williams.has incorporated fluency,flexibility, originality,
and elaboration into a model for teaching ;productive-divergent,
thinking within the regular curriculum of the elementary school.
However, he extends the number of thinking processes to include
curiosity, risk taking, and complexity..!This model is designed to'
serve as an inservice training model that provides instructional
teaching strategies for developing these thinking skills in all the
areas of, subject matter common to the elementary school curricu
lum. According to Williams and Eberle (1961), these teaching Wet-

- egies are derived from empirical descriptors of behaviors and strat-
egies that encourage productive thinking. A list of these strategies
with some examines of how they might be employed 'to enhance',
divergent production is presented in Table 1. Research on the actual
effects of employing this strategy in the classroom is not presently
available.

Table I.
Teaching Strategies for Developing

Productive-Divergent Thinking

Name Meaning

Paradoxes

2, Analogies'

3. Sensing Deficiencies

1. Thinking of Possibles
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Situation opposed to common
notion.
Discrepancy in belief but
true in fact.

Situations of likeness..
Similarities between things.

Gaps' in knowledge or
information
Discrepant events.

Thinkirig of probabilities.
-C_s ructing_alternatives. - - -



Provocative Questions

6. Attribute Listing.

7. Exploring Mystery of Things

Inquiry to bring forth meaning.
Summons to discovering new°
knowledge.

Inherent properties.
Ascribing qualities,

Detective work on unfamiliar
knowledge:
Examine unnatural phenomena.

8. Reinforcing Originality Rewarding original thinking.
Strengthen unlikely but relevant
responses.

9.. Examplesple f Change

10. Organized Random Search.

Provide opportunities for making
alterations, modifications, or
substitutions.

Use a familiar structure to lead at
random to a new structure.

Examples of Habit Build a sensitivity against rigid
and habit-bound thinking.

12. Skills of Search

13. Tolerance for Ambiguity

.14. Intuitive Expression

15. Process of Invention

16. Adjustment to Development

17. Study Creative People

nteract with Past
Knowledge
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Developing skills for historical
descriptive, or controlled
experimental search.

Open-ended situations which do
not force closure.

Peeling about things through all
the senses.
Sensitive to inward hunches
about knowledge.

Study incubation and insight.

Process of development rather
than adjustment to something
already developed.

Analyze traits of eminently
creative people and the process
which led to their creations.

Allow opportunities to toy with
information.



19. Evaluate Situations

20. Receptive to Surprise

Creative Reading Skills

22. Creative Listening Skill

Visualization Skill

ure ideas from previouSly
stored knowledge.

Deciding upon ideas in terms
their consequences and
implications.

Alet to the significance of
unexpected ideas or spontaneous
thoughts.

Develop a'-utilitarian mind -set
and learn the skill of idea
generation by reading.

Learn the skill of idea generation
by listening to information which
allows one thing to lead to another.

Practice describing concepts from
unaccustomed vantage points.
Express ideas in a different form
or view.

Note. From Frank E. Williams and Robert F. Eberle, Content, process, prac-
tice: Creative production in the classroom. Edwardsville IL: American. Ed-
wardsville, Inc.. 1958.

Enhancing Creativity by Modifying What Subjects Say'to Themselves
Based on success in using explicit self directions in helping clinical
patients gain self control, Meichenbaum (1975) designed packages
of statements about self that would (a) make the students aware of
their negative self statements in relation to their creative abilities
and (b) train them to emit incompatible, positive attitudinal self
statements; task relevant problem analysis and task execution self
statements; and reverielike, free associating, imagery inducing self
statements. These patkages incorporatpd principles drawn from the
process orientations, product orientations, ad personality orienta-
tions described previously. Examples of these statements are given
in Table 2.
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Table 2
Examples of Self Statenients Used in Meichenbaum's

Study of Self Instructions

Self sic ements arising from an attitudinal conceptualization of
creativity.

Setinducing self statements:

What to do: Be creative, be unique
Break away from the obvious, the commonplace.
Think_of something no one else will think of
just,be freewheeling.
Jfiyou push yourself you can be creative.
Quantity helps breed quality.

What not o do CO rid of internal blocks.
Defer judgments.
Do not worry about what others think.
Not a matter of right and wrong,
Do not give the first answer you think of
No negative self statements.

Self statements arising from a mental abilities conceptualization.

pblem analysis what you say`to yourself before you start a prob-
. lem:

Size up the problem; what is it you have to do?
You have to put the elements together differently.
Use different analogies.
Do the task .as if you were Osborn brainstorming or
Gordon doing synectics training.
Elaborate on ideas..
Make the strange familiar and the familiar strange.
You are in a rutokay, try something new.
How can you use this frustration to be more creative?
Take a rest now; who knows when the ideas will visit
again.
Go slowno hurry no need to press.
Good, you are getting it.
This is fun.
That was a pretty neat answer; wait till you tell the
others!

Self statements arising from psychoanalytic conceptualizatio

Release controls; let your mind wander.
Free-associate, let ideas flow.
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Relaxjust let it happen.
Let your icleaS play.
Refer to your experience; just view it differently.
Let your ego regress:

_Feel_like a bystander through whom ideas are just
flowing.
Let one answer lead to another.
Almost dreamlike, the ideas have a life of their Own.

Using these instructional,packages as a basis for training, six
hour training sessions were given that (a) pointed out to the students
their negative statements about their abilities, (b) presented a ration-. .

ale for the use of the packages, (c) studied the self statements in the
package, and (d) practiced problems using these statements. '(Mod-''
eling °(ale statements as used in a problem solving process was also
provided.) The trained group exhibited significantly greater gains
on Measures 'of creative ability (Consequences Test, Unusual Uses
Test, Revised Art Scale, Holtzman Inkblot Test, and the adjective
checklist) than the untrained control group. The trained group also
-showed greater gains on all measures except self perception of crea-
tivity than a group with training that focused on creativity as a pro-
cess to be studied, but with no training or modeling of self instruc-
tional packages.

Psychodrama, Sensitivity Training, and Related Techniques,

Oilman (1969) suggested psychodrama as a` possible means of devel-
oping creativity. He maintained that the psychodramatic techniques
of role reversal, the double antagonist situation, soliloquy, and mir-
roring (others mirror behavior of the subject) enhance openness to

----experience. In addition, he claimed that the restructuring of situa-
tions, enacting_.sociodrarhas, and objective observation develop sen-
sitivity to problems; nonverbal drama and concretization of sym-
bolic processes increase the fluency of ideas; ,spontaneity training
encourages flexibility; and the future technique.promotes an intui-
tive alertness to the possible. Furthermore, he claimed, the total in-

.'volvement of the group and sharing experience are conducive to per-
ceiving rather than judging. unfortunately_ , there is no research that
supports or refutes these tenets.

In a similar vein, sensitivity training .has been suggested as a
Means of releasing potehtial creativity by increasing the self aware-
ness of subjects; but like psychodrama, it has notbeen investigated

-eihpirically (Oilman, 1966; Culbert & Culbert, 1967). Another tech-
nique that is intended to minimize 'predetermined conceptualiza-
tions that tend to block original thinking" combines reflected light
image's_ With music in a' darkened room (Gates, 1968). It is claimed
that the novelty. of the MRLI (Mobile Reflected Light Images) in-
duCes people to play with new i as and concepts. Because no ex-
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ternal standards for evaluation exist, there is no fear of failure in-
volved in the experimentation.' he dark room allegedly minimizes
fear and, it is. suggested, theIrmisic so involves the individual that
fear of criticism-from felloWs is further reduced. Again, no'research
supports tt:e use'of this technique for enhancing creative thinking.

A very recent approach to training of divergent thinking provides
instructions in emotive responding to increasingly abstract visual
stimuli (Dellas. 1971). Basing her research on the idea. that.defen-
siveness is an inhibit& to creative 'thinking and postulating that
such training would reduce defensiveness, Dellas' found ttiat such'
training did significantly facilitate-performance on measures of 'di-
vergent thinking.

INCORPORATING STRATEGIES INTO REGULAR
CLASSROOM INSTRUCT1014

Creativity training strategies have generally been, studied as isolated
phenomena or as part of "creativity training programs" rather than
as part of the regular classroom instruction. That is, the various strat-
egies discussed previously "have generally been used as activities set
aside from reading, social studies, language Irts, etc. There have
been several notable areds_however, in which these strategies `have
been incorporated as part of reading programs, creative writing pro-
grams. and various fine arts programs.

Studies made of 'programs that have included strategies to im
.

prove fluency, flexibility and originality have produced promising
results. _For example, a study of the Reading 360 Prograin (Nash &
Torrance, 1970) and a study using the hinior Great Book series (Cas-
per. 1964) both produced changes in fluency of response. The 360
program also influenced originality, fleXibility, and questioning
strategies. Similarly, numerous studies conducted by Torrance us-
ing those strategies in creative writing programs have demonstrated
increased scores on the Torrance Tegs of Creative -Thinking and on
ratings of creative writing ( Torrance. 1976).. Two of the creativity
programs that will be discussed in the section on specific programs
were based on the regular curriculum and were shown to have pos-
itive effects on creative thinking. The New Directions in Creativity
pr'ogram was shown to beeffective as part of a language arts curric-
ulum and the Purdue Creativity Prograin, which is based 'on histori-
cal figures and incidentS, was also shown to be effective.

It would thus seem to be reasonable that alterations in the regular
curriculum could serve the purpose of generating more creative
thinking responses, in children. The existing body of knowledge -

about transfer of training' effects also supports the conscious modi-
fication of regular curricular activities in order to suggest to students
that the skills developed are applicable to a wide variety; of disci-
plines and serve to help probleM solving in ninny situations (Bich-
ler, 1974).

The incorporation of these strategies into regular classroom activ-
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ities requires some time and planning but can be used to achiev
the same goals as alternative teaching plans. Teacher Guide 7 pro-
vides an example lesson using questioning strategies that allow for
the development of fluency_ , flexibility, and originality while 1t. the
saine time teaching some basic principles of grammar. ThP BaOic
Reference on Incorporating Creative Thinking Strategies into Reg ti-
krr Classroom Activities provides more suggestions.

-0

BASIC REFERENCE on Incorporating Creative Thinking
Strategies into Regular Classroom Activities

Jafnes A. Smith developed a series dr textbooks that trainslaio
basic principles of creativity into specific methodology anclieachirn
strategies that can be incorporated in the elementary school atirriC-
Laura The first volume in the series provides a basic outline: the
remaining volumes concentrate on specific ideas in specific conteot
areas, Although designed for elementary level classes, they ccoltaiA
many ideas that can be used as springboards for lessons at arty age
level ;,The first volume in the series is:

Smith, j. A, Setting conditions for creative teaching in the ele
mentory school. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1966.

Other volumes include the.following:

Setting conditions for creative teaching in the language oft,
Setting conditions for creative teaching of reading and literalure,
Setting conditions for creative teaching of the creative arts.
Setting conditions for the creative teaching of the social studies
Setting conditions for creative tea. of mathematics.
Setting conditions for creative teaching of science.
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TEACHER GUIDE 7
A Noun Is a Verb Is an Adjective*

Lot us assume that you wish to teach the principle that the
same word may serve as a-noun, an adjective, or a verb depend-
ing on its use in the sentence, Rather than using the traditional
approach of presenting the students with a series of sentences
mid pointing nut th4 the same word is used in inPny ways, try
the sequence of activities listed here.
1. First, ask the students to imagine that they have been walk-

ing in the woods and have stopped by a fresh water spring
to take a drink. Ask them to begin to describe howthey feel
and how the water looks, tastes, fuels, or sounds. From the
descriptions they give, begin to pick out words that could
he used as two of more parts of speech. For example, they
may use running or singing as an adjective to describe the
spring water. Bunning or singing, or course, can be adjec-
tives. verbs, or nouns. Similarly, cool may he used as an ad-
jective or verb, Pick out several of the words and ask the
students to use them in a different way. For example. if they
describe the water as cool. ask them to create a sentence in
which cool does not describe something. Or ask them to use
spring in a way that does not describe kind of water.

2, After a number of these sentences have been written on the
chalkboard. ask the student what the word does in each son-
.ncei.0 does it describe, does it show action, or is it the

name of something? At this point, the distinctions between
noun, verb, and adjective can be made and, at the sametime.

--the-student 'can be shown that one word -can serve as any
one of the three parts of speech.
Now ask the students to think of as man words as they can
that can be used in more than one way, From the list gener-
ated, select a number of these, ask the students to write sen-
tences using each word as a noun, a verb, an d an adjective.
lie careful not to request that students use words as parts of
speech that are impossible. For example. do not request that
glassk be used as a verb.-

diluted Irian smith It tlici
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Rehmi Ili and Callahan (1975) outlined suggestior.s for the teacher
who wishes to construct activities for the classroom. The four basic
principles they consider important are fluency, oPenendedness, en7
Tironmental relevancy, and enjoyment. The fluency principle sug-

gests that iictivities designed ,to foster creativity should provide the
wily and, ia fact, encourage students to produce more than

one response to a given question or task. The principle of openend-
edriess is closely related to the fluency principle and is simply inter-
preted as providing activities that have no predetermined answers.
The teacher should not be looking for any given response to the task
presented. The third suggestion. providing for environmental rele-
vancy, is designed to prevent penalizing students 'for lack of knowl-
edge about a particular subject. Students from any cultural hack-
ground tind socioeconomic status should have the information to
respond to the item with minimal input. Finally, students should
enjoy the activities presented. Enjoyment can be increased by allow-
ing students to create and present.activities, by allowing for laughter
and silliness, and by having the teacher also involved in the activi-
ties. 1

In constructing (Teat vity activities for the New Directions'in Crea-
tivity program, the authors incorporated the four principles in ad-
dition to using the Guilford Structure of the Intellect (SO1) model as
it way of systematically developing activities to develop fluency,
flexibility, and originality. A teacher who wished to follow a similar
pattern in mathematics might use activities similar to those found in
Teacher Guides 8 and 9: Note that each Teacher Guide provides a
listing of the type of activity as well as specific creativity and con-
tent objectives.
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TEACHER GUIDE B
Special Ciphers

of 1)1 t Production of Symbolic R. lati ens

/bjeciives:

. To develop ideotieoul fluency mid flexibility
2. To 'Duni [while numbers using basic mothernatical opero-

lions re illustrato relationships bettveen those [lumbers.

Te citing Suggestions:

'This ;lc tivitv provides en excellent opportunity to introduce
the meanings of the words redundant and deficient by illus
trating that redundant- numbers have divisors that total more
then the number and df fident numbers have divisors that total
less than the number. (If the meaning of the word cipher is not
known, it should also be defined for the student.)

A brief review of the definition of the word divisor be a
helpful introduction to this lesson. A few simple examples
whore children simply list all the divisors ola given number
vill serve to review the concept of divisor and establish the
atmosphere for generating more than one response to a prob-
lem. (:are should be taken at this point not to use prime nu m-
hors because of the restrictions on these numbers. After several
examples and a review of the word divisor, the activity shoots
can he distributed. The children may work through the intro-
ductory section alone or as a class. but it is very important that
the children'uliderstand the definitions of redundant and deli-
civil! sufficiently \veil to win pl etc the activity_ . Children who
hove difficulty may be helped by being asked to complete the
exercise ill two stops. First, ask them to choose a Dumber and
list all of its divisors. Then ask them to add the divisors and
decide .vhether it is redundant or not.

II may be necessary to point out that the given number is not
considered a divisor for the definitions of perfect,- redundant.
;mil deficient .numbers even though a number is evenly divisi,
hie by itself.

ill el s

Challenging the students to look for redundant or deficient
northers of three or four digits will provide excellent oppor-s

tor,teamwork and competitive games. Preparing charts
Of all the perfect, deficient, and redundant numbers from 1 to
tin) should lead the children to the conclusion that a riumber
must fall into one of those three categories. After the second
activity sheet is completed, students 'should he encouraged to
discover that all prime numbers must be deficient and give a

why./



'Children who shoW special talents in math may be led to
conclude that a square number is equal to the product of the
number of dots on one side of the square times itself (see sec-
and activity, sheet). The derivation Of the term squared as the
,process of multiplying a number, by itself can then be intro-
duced as a derivation of this property of a number,

Children who are especially interested in the history of math-
ematics or properties of numbers can be referred to Take A
Number by leanne Bendick and Marcia Levin (1961).

Caution: The next three perfect numbers are 496, 8E.
33.550,336.

Activity Sheet #1

it your math classes you have learned to add, subtract, multi
ply, and divide numbers in order try solve problems. Have you
ever studied the numbers themselves? The 'ancient Greeks_
spent a great deal of time studying the properties of numbers
and found some numbers to be very special. For example, what
are all the numbers you can think of that are divisors of 6? That
is, which numbers can you divide into 6 evenly?

Now add these numbers. What is the surn?_ ,A number
equals the sum of all its divisors is called a pe t number Can

r name another perfect number7_

If the divisors of a number .add up to more than the number
itself, the number is called redundant. How many redundant
numbers can you list?

If the divisors of a number add up to less than the number itself,
thii number is called defective. How many defective -numbers

no list?
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Activity Sheet #2

The ancient Greeks also studied prime numbers. A prime 'lum-
bar can only .he evenly divided by l and itself. How many
prime numbers can you list?:

The Greeks also enjoyed arranging-numbers according to shapes.
One kind of number they discovered, this way was a square
number, Four is a square number Since dots may be ar-
ranged in a square (the same number of dots on each side) like
this Nine is also a square number : : tiow many square
numbers can you .find'?

The Greeks also found triangle numbers like
Flow many triangle numbers call yoc '1st?,
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TEACHER GUIDE 9
Noting Numbers

(if A MO.: Divergent Production of Symbolic Units

1. To develop. ideational fluency.
2. To develop the ability to group things ace -ding to a corn-

ne.n attribute..
3. T distinguishbe able to stinguish between conjunctive and disjunc-

live

Ti!ilf:111r1 SL

To introduce this activity, ask the children how many students
are in the class. Then, ask them htiw many grains of sand there
are on all the beaches in the world. This should provide the
students with a basic understanding of the concept of the word
infinity. After the students have attempted to list all the infinite
things they can think of, encourage them-to try the more ab-
stract concepts like "an infinite amount of love." Ile sure to
praise unusual and clever responses.

The second exercise, negative numbers, may be difficult for
sonic of the children, but encourage them to use their imagi-
nations. Suggestions such as "two under par" from golf or
"second down and- twelvesuggesting a- loss of yardage
from football may ho helpful,

14.0/havup Activities:

The last exercise on Activity Sheet #2 asks students to list
numbers that are even and divisible by 3, Since this exercise
requires responses that possess a combination of attributes, it
illustrates the concept of conjunctive class. After they have
completed this exercise, you Might ask if they can tell how this-
exorcise differs from the others. Lead them to see the difference
between _single and multiple attribute classes.

Conjunctive classes may be based on two or more attributes
(for example students may be asked to list numbers that are
oven, greater than 50: and divisible by 3) and the level of chal-
lenge can easily be raised the number of common
attributes. There are an "infinite" number of activities that
can he developed using the Noting numbers format, This ex-
ercise provides an excellent opportunity to introduce Venn dia-
grams to the class and`point out the way in which conjunctive
and disjunctive classes are illustrated in diagrammatic fashion.

A displaV of .plotures from magazines, drawings, or student
pholograiihs that illustrate the examples' of infinity listed by
the children vvill.make an interesting and informative display.
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Activity Sheet #1

You have heard people speak of an infinite amount of some-
thing. Infinite means "without end," Infinite things go on for-
ever and ever. How many infinite things can you think of?

You have probably hoard of negative numbers, A negative
number is one that less than 0. One of the times we hear of
negative numbers is during a rocket launch when the count-
down is "zero minus 3," then "zero minus 2." then "zero
minus 9," and finally "Liftoff!" Flow many other uses can

think of for negative numbers

Activity Sheet

I. List all the nu you can think of that are divisible by 4.

List all the numbers you can think of that are divisible by 3.

3. List all the numbers you can think of that are even .numbers
and are divisible by 3.
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SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND CURI ICU A DESIGNED TO DEVELOP
CREATIVITY

Productive Thinking Program

One approach to the deVelopMent of creative problem solving tech-
niques is programed instruction. At first gknce, programed instruc-
tion seems to be the least probable method of dealing with the de7
velopment of creative. thinking abilities. The following arguments
have been used to support such a notion. First, the prestmcturing of
material and step by step guidance may lead to undesirable similar-
ity in the thought processes of all children in the program. Second,
the controlled nature of programed instruction might fail to take ac-
count of the fact that there are some equally appropriate means of
achieving an adequate understanding of subject matter. Third, pro-
gramed learning may be too effortless, with the program supplying
too much of the initiative for learning. Fourth, there is too little op-
portunity for questioning, dissent, or rejection of content. Finally,
there is little opportunity to provide for practice in tolerance of am-
biguity, complexity. and lack of closure (Covington & Crutchfield,

The developers of the Productive Thinking Program argued that
the effects of programed instruction which presenta bleak forecast
to those who might consider such an approach are in fact, mitigated
by relaxing the rigid set-up of most programed materials and by us-
ing new programing techniques that are more in accord with the
requirements for creative thinking. Self pacing, self direction, and

:self administration are examples of features of programed instruc-
tion that readily lend themselves to creativity and should be empha-
sized in efforts to develop creative thinking. In addition, according
to the -authors, greater use of, branching techniques will provide
greater opportunity for freedom of choice and alternative ways of
thinking. Olton (1969) summarized the argument by claiming that:

There is reason to believe that this antithesis between pro-
grammed instruction and creative thinking is only superficial,
that programs can be written in such a way that the student is
called upon to use'and develop a rich diversity of productive
thinking skills And indeed certain features of program:
ming give it some decided advantages as a vehicle for devel-
oping creative thinking in the student. Poi' one thing,-ore-
grammed material can provide the individual with great
'procedural flexibilityhe can think puzzle, and proceed at his
own pace, exploring many or few cognitive avenues as he goes.
For another thing, programmed instruction requires that the
student actively participate, requiring him to do the thinking
himself, rather than allowing him passively to fill a,,notebook
with someone else's thoughts. (p. 17)



As evidence of the success that has been achieved with programed
instruction, one can look to results from the State University of New
York at Buffalo studies concerning a unit on creative thinking pre-
sented in that form to high school students (see Brainstorming_sec-
tion of this chapter).

An attempt at developing a programed unit at the elementary
school level consists of a set of 16 cartoon-text booklets for fifth and
sixth grades that present detective type mysteries for the student to
solve. Instructions in productive thinking skills that accompany the
stories are designed to teach ways to generate many ideas, including
unusual and clever ones; to evaluate ideas with respect to relevant
facts; to examine problems in different ways; and to, integrate var-
ious thinking skills. This program has been extensively researched.

The earliest evidence in support of the program was presented by
Covington and Crutchfield (1965). Fifth and sixth grade classes were
presented the materials (an abridged 13 lesson unit) for 1 hour per
day for a 3 week period. Teachers were explicitly instructed to sup-
plement the lessons, and pupils were compared with a control group
on an B hour test battery that included measures of the- number of
clarifying questions asked, number and quality of ideas generated,
and number of solutions achieved. Instructed pupils did signal-

: candy better than control pupils on these tasks. Instructed pupils
also showed significant positive changes in the degree to which they
valued problem solving and activities associated with it. These ef-
fects were constant across intelligence, sex, and initial pretest levels
of performance and persisted 5 months later. A later study by the
same researchers (Crutchfield, 1966) using all 16 lessons yielded
similar results.

Studies by Olton (1966) and Olton and Crutchfield (1969) under
similar conditions (distributed presentation of lessons, teacher par-
tiei nation, and measurement criteria similar to programed exercises)
showed consistently significant gains in

Ability to perform such creative functions as generation of
ideas of high quality. asking relevant questions, making effec-
tive use of information. being sensitive to discrepancies or
other puzzling aspects of a situation, and achieving solutions

)blerns. These gains were found to occur across a wide
spectrum of ability levels. (p. 21-22)

Olton (1969) investigated the program further and asked groups of
students to write essays on poverty. The groups that had been
through the programed instruction unit wrote longer essays that
were judged 'to be of higher quality. He also examined the rate of
teacher presentation and teacher participation as an important vari-
able. When materials were presented at the rate of one lesson per
day with little or no teacher participation the effect was not as im-
pressive as when the program was spread out over 8 weeks and in-
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eluded class discussions. A folloWup assessment alter 6 months
showed that instructional and attitudinal gain were still eVident.

On the other hand, Ripple and Davey (1967) failed to find signifi-
cant differences on divergent thinking measures between an eighth
grade control group and an eighth grade group using an abbreviated
form of the Productive Thinking Program. Similarly, a study by Tref-
finger and Ripple (1971) failed to offervort for the effectiveness
of. program and the authors' claim that\ problem solving skills
learned in the program would transfer to other areas of study. War-
drop, Olton, Goodwin, Covington, Klausmeir, Crutchfield, and Rond
(1969) found fewer significant differences favoring students in-
volved in the Productive Thinking Program on the same criterion
measures that had previously yielded resukts favoring such students.
Furthermore, those significant differences that were found in the
study were on measures of convergent thinking while divergent
thinking tasks failed to yield such differences. These studies all were
constructed so that teacher involvement in the program was mini-
mal.

In a summary of these findings, Treffinger and Ripple (1971) at-
tributed the conflicting results to three variables within the designs.:-
(a) the spacing of lessons and the provision for supplementary prac-

. tice, (b) the degree of teacher participation in the presentatiori' of
program materials, and (c) the criteria used to measure the effective-
ness of the materials. Generous spacing of lessons, p'rovision for sup-
plementary practice, a greater degree of teacher participation, and
criteria of evaluation that closely resemble Productive,Thinking Pro-
gram exercises provide_ d for the mist positive experimental gain_ s in
the reported research.

A Serious question raised aboiat both the design and evaluation of
this program concerns the convergent nature of the activities in the
prOgram and the problem solving activities used as criteria in the
majority of the studies. Only minimal attention has been paid to the
development of divergent abilities in this program. Another problem
exists in the experimental design of research on the Productive
Thinking Program. In studies where the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking were used in whole or part as a criterion measure in pre-
testIposttest designs, the dynamic nature of the tests and possible-
interactions with program and/or posttest results made interpreta-
tion of the results difficult. Designs that used problem solving tasks
as criteria have been criticized as employing an extension of the
training materials and measuring only the narrow problem solving
abilities type of the program and not general problem so_ lving abili-
ties or creative thinking (Treffinger Ripple,.1971).

Creative-Arts-In-Miniature

Crutchfield also developed and evaluated a program similar to the
Productive Thinking Program based on a "Creative-Arts-In-Minia-
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tore "` approach that guides pupils step by step through a problem
solution. The problems progress from the very simple to Ahe

highly complex. When tested, students who had had the training
experience surpassed the control group in question asking, genera-
tion of many good- ideas, utilization of clues, and production of
ideas that give solutions (Crutchfield, 1965). The effects oithese cri-
terion measures were still evident 5 months later. No other research
evidence about this material is available, 'and, once again, the con-
vergent nature of the program makes its usefulness in nurturing gen-
eral creative thinking abilities questionable.

Purdue Creative Thinking Progra (PCTP)

results indicated previously for programs based on lent
solving suggest that there is an additional need for programs that are
,more general and less structured in their approach to creativity. One
more general and less structured approach to creative thinking may
be found in the Purdue Creative Thinking Program. This program
( Feldhusen. f3ahlkel Treffinger, 1970) is aimed at fostering the di-
vergent thinking abilities,of verbal and figural fluency, flexibility,
and elaboration in addition to the problem solving abilities that are
the aim of the Productive Thinking Program. The program's three
partsaudiotape presentations of principles of creative thinking,
short stories about famous American. pioneers; and a series of short
exercises have been researched in order to determine the effects of
the total package as well as differential effects of the several com-
ponents of the program.

The earliest studies of the effects of the program were conducted
with pupils in grades 3,4, and 5 using the total program reldhusen,

ot al.. 19(9). The results of posttests on the Torrance Tests of Crea-
tive Thinking indicated significantly higher scores for the experi.
mental groups'on measures of verbal and nonverbal originality, but
not fluency, flexibility, or elaboration, Groups receiving instruction
through the PCTP in a later study by Robinson (1969) gained more
than control groups on verbal and nonverbal fluency, flexibility, and
originality, aft the fact that there were only twirl classes involved in
the study sheds some doubt on the generalizability of the results,

. The second phase of research on this program sought to determine
the relative effectiveness of the components of the program. Expos-
ing fouith, fifth and sixth grade students to single components of the
PCTP resulted in the conclusion that no one component or cornbi-
naticn of components was effective at all three grade levels or for all
criteri,m measures (Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking). A longi-
tudinal study by Speedie, Treffinger, and Feldhusen (1971) showed
this effect to persist 7 months later. Their results further indicated'
that students need practice in and reinforcement for using the prin-
ciples of creative thinking in addition to simple instruction for the
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maximum development of skills in the
cesses that includes those abilities.

ea -1-

Idea. Book, Imagi-Craft, and Creative Research

he cognitive pro-

Meyers and Torrance (1961) developed workbooks for elementary
school students with portions suitable for junior high school stu-
dents. The materials consist of open ended questions, lines to com-
plete to produce figures suggested in the child's imagination, and
"silly" story writing exercises. The motivation lies in the assump-
tion that this type of exercise is fun for children. According to Tor-
rance. (1976), use of these workbooks in the classroom, resulted in
creative growth as measured by creativity tests. Other indi6ations of
significant improvement in creative thinking abilities after use of the
Idea Book were noted by Britton ,1967) and Torrance (1967i).

A study by Freiheit (1969) of one of the workbookS (Stretch) failed
to -show-significantmean gains in total verbal and nonverbal creativ-
ity scores between experimental and control groups, but did show a
significant mean gain in verbal originality for experimental subjects.
This measure was most related to the content material of the treat-
ment. Failure to find other significant differences was speculatively
attributed to minimal teacher direction, possible overshadowing of
content over creativity material, short period of time for learning, or
the "fourth grade slump" in creativity. (There appears to be a clear
period of decline in creative functioning at about age 9 in the Amer-
ican culture.)

Torrance and Meyers also developed materials aimed at teaching
students at the upper elementary level to do creative research. This
material has not been field tested (1967b). Torrance also helped to
develop the Imagi -Craft materials. A set of 10 record albums with
accompanying teacher guides, the materials deal with great mo-
ments of geographic and scientific discovery, invention, and fan-
.tasy. The goal is to teach fourth grade children about "the nature of
the creative process. the value of creative people, and to engage chil-
dren in- creative thinking experiences similar to those described in
the dramatizations" (1967b, p. 140).

Thinking Creatively: A Guide to Training Imagination

Davi,' and Hautman (1968) attempted to develop a creativity pro-
gram for usc-J with grades 6_through 8. It is in the form of dialogue
among four - characters and concentrates on the development of fa
vorable attitudes. The scientist-inventor elraracter-teaches-theother_
three characters a number of creative thinking techniques-such as
attribute listing, morphological .analysis, checklisting, synectics,
and free association techniques. A pilot study-of this program with
seventh grade students resulted in experimental subjects exhibiting
65'Y more ideas on three divergent thinking tasks than control sub-
jects. Their ideas were also rated as significantly more creative. In
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addition, the trained groups displayed significantly more confi-
dence in their creative ability, more appreciation of unusual ideas,
and more awareness of the importance of creative innovation.

,Nev Directions.in Cr ea ly

The definition of creativity adopted by the author of this program is
operational, relative rather than absolute, and expressed as follows:

Creativity is the production of an idea or product that is new,
original or satisfying to the creator or to someone else at a par-
ticular point in time, even if the idea J1 product has been pre-
viously discovered by someone else or if the idea will not be
considered new, original, and satisfying at a later time or under
different circumstances. (Renzulli, 1973. p. 3)

The approach taken to training this type of creative thinking is based
on one aspect 'of Guilford's Structure- of-thaintellect model of -hu
man abilitiesthe divergent production operation. Particular atten-
tion was given to the facility for producing many ideas, readiness to
change modes and categories of.thought, and ease-in modification
and adaptation of given information. Two research studies on these
materials indicate the potential for influencing creative thinking
abilities (Callahan Sc Renzulli, 1973; Ford, 1975). The importance
and influence of the teacher was agriliCoted in. the Callahan and
Renzulli study with the classroom tieing the only variable that
showed a significant influence on the students in the program as
measured by the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Self percep
Hens and teacher,perceptions of student creative thinking abilities
were increased as a result of participation in the activities when
used in pilot programs (Callahan & Renzulli, 1973).

Inservice Training

The least structured and most subject Oriented approach to creativity
was developed by Hutchinson (1967). This approach consisted .of a
4 day inservice workshop for both teachers and students during
which the principles of group methods, brainstorming, ideational
fluency, originality, and planning elaboration were presented. The-
experimental group then studied a social studies unit with instruc-
tions to keep those principles in mind and apply them wherever
possible. The control group simply studied the unit using traditional
methods. The training re lifted in significant-gains by the experi-

__ mental group of students n 4 out of 10 creativity measures (appara-
tus fluency, plot titles fluency, Clip tiSeS-fluency;-and-clip uses-fle;<-
ibitilD7Most-cf-these-=gains? =unfortunately,_were_ in_ the area of
fluency With no gains in such areas as originality, elaboration, or
transformations. The lack of gains in_these areas sugge'sts a need for
more time to explore the other principles, but it may also suggest
that the fluency principle was the simplest, easiest to. apply, .and,_



therefore, the most practiced principle with little attention given
the teachers to activities that allowed practice in other areas.
there was no control of the type of activity in the classroom, there --
can be no way of judging the factors that accounted.for the results,
This evidence does suggest that there is a need for providing 041'0-
ties that will systematically allo'w children to develop a number a
the'abilities necessary for creative thinking.

Summary

From a review of the research on materials that developed, into co
plex training materials, several conclusions may be drawn. Firot, tills
tasks on which success of the program are measured are very siniirtir
to exercises in the program, causing one to question the breaelth oaf
influence the program has Second, the packages are highly deyencl
ent on teacher effectiveness and involvement for their suecesA,
Third, the programs that have been researched (the Productive
Thinking Program, the Purdue Creative Thinking Program, the But
Palo Creative Problem-Solving Course, the Meyers-Torrance mate-
riots, and New Directions in Creativity) offer promise of affuctirig
creative thinking abilities and problem solving; although sorrie are
more oriented toward convergent thinkipg. Torrance (1976) and
Mansfield and Busse (1974) have come to similar concliiiops
their review of these materials, It sheuld be emphasized that teehor
involvement is a cru2ial variable in the effectiveness of the pro.
grains, suggesting that those factors that influence the setting pf the
classroom environment are important whether the teacher intends
to design a: unique curriculum or to implement packaged rnaterialg;

0

_1A IC REFERENCE on Published Instructional Material
Teaching Creativity and problem .Solving

The first third of this book provides a basic introduction to -tech.,,
nicues used to develop creative thinking and problem solving, Thee
last two thirds of the book contain a listing of books and instruc-
t ional materials on teaching creative thinking. Included for, eact en,
try is information on the publiiher, instructions on how to order the
material (including price), a description of the material and terget
audience, and the underlying rationale,

Felclhusen. J. F., & Treffinger. D. J. Teaching creative thiniting
and problem-solving. Dubuque IA: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co.,
1977.
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The Teacher as
a.Researcher
or Will It Work

in M Classroom?

Although many of the teaching strategies and curriculum ideas for
enhancing creative. thinking .abilities presented in this book have
been researched and field tested, every teacher is aware that each
classroom is unique. Knowledge of the unique characteristics of a
given class should guide each individual teacher in making deci-
sions about what- will work in a particular classroom. Every teacher
is a little different from all other teachers; every student is, a little
different from all other students. Therefore. what works with _one
teacher and his or her students may not be successful for another
teacher with another group of students. In fact, what Works for oneteacher with one group ofstudents may not even be suited for a
different teacher working with the same group of students. Conse-
quently, teachers who attempt to implement the ideas presented
here should try to verify that the program, teaching strategy, or cur-
ricul um model they adopt is really working to achieve the goals they
have established for their students. Because many of the research
findings related to the enhancement of creative thinking abilities are
based 'on samples of children with average intelligence, or adults
rather than gifted children, it is particularly important that teachers
verify the findings in their own classes.

In evaluating the effectiveness of aA given idea for use in a class-
morn. the teacher might consider several factors. Among these are
thc-leacher's own ease and comfort with the idea, stuclent,satisfac-
tion with the process, and finally, the degree to which the objectives
of instruction are being achieved. Each of these factors is importantto the ultimate usefulness of any idea, and each one interacts with
the others to produce final outcomes.

There are several possible approaches to assessing the changes in
students that might occur as a result of using the New Directions in
Creativity materials.-or a synectics approach, or a teacher's ownp-
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proach to teaching creative thinking. The most common approach to
making judgments about these changes is to use creativity tests,
Among the commonly used tests are the Torrance Tests of Creative.
Thinking (Torrance, 1966), the Remote Associates Test (Mednick,
1967), and the Wallach and Kogan tasks [Wallach & Kogan, 1965). If
you wish to use these tests to measure 'Changes in your students, you
might administer the test before beginning to use the materials and
then after a sufficient amount of time has elapsed in order to feel
reasonably sure that changes should have occurred. To be 'sure that
any changes that occurred can be attributed to the teaching strategy
you chose, it would be appropriate to also test a group of students
who were not exposed to the materials. If this group does not change
as much as the students whouse the materials,-then you can be more
certain that it is the_materials and not simply time that brought about
the changes.

There are other ways to assess the impact of these strategies on
student performance. For example-, you might select a set of student
papers or other products from the beginning of the year and one
from the end of the year, and then ask a judge to pick the more cre-
ative of each student ,`pair of projcLt.s. (The judge, of course, should

. not be told which prodeet was completed first.)
SimiloPly, judges reUit be asked to rate a student product on a

rating scale of creative performance. Comparisons of ratings prior to
Implementat ron of the program can be compared to ratings of prod-
ucts completed after the attempts to develop this talent. Some sources
_f rating scales that might be used are found in the Appendix. Other
rating scales may be found in the Guidebook for Evaluating Pro-
grams for the Gifted and Talented (see Basic Reference in this sec-
Hon).

O

BASIC REFERENCE on Evaluating Programs for the Gifted
and Talented

This guidebook discusses many approaches for evaluating entire
programs for the gifted and talented. However, many of the ideas are
appropriate for evaluating outcomes of instruction: Furthermore,
.there are many examples of rating scales and survey instruments
that would prove useful in rating the eftectiveness of creativity pro-
grams.

Renzulli, J. S. A guidebook for evaluating programs for the gifted
and talented. Ventura CA: Office of the Ventura County Superin-
tendent of Schools, 1975.

Other measures of creative prodution are also found in the Ap-
pendix arid might prove useful to the teacher v'ishing to assess ere-
alive development.



In evaluating the effectiveness of the strategies or programs cho-
sen to develop creative thinking skills, it is obvious that one would
like to assess the degree to which students have actually learned
new problem solving strategies, become more original, etc. how-
ever, it would also seem important to assess the affective impact that
the activities have had on the students. Research has demonstrated
that students retain those skills that they value and learn most
quickly those things which are enjoyable. It follows logically that
the introduction of new approaches to thinking should be evaluated
for its affective impact as well as its cognitive impact. For example,
it would be important to apprais'e the degree to which students have
come to value these strategies in thinking, the degree to which they
are aware of the type of problems that warrant application of these
strategies, and the degree to which they feel comfortable in engaging
in activities that are open ended in nature, require flexibility in re-
sponse, or require tolerance for ambiguity. A number of instruments
have been developed that might prove useful to the teacher who is
attempting to assess these outcomes. One such measure is called the
t:reaiivity Attitude Survey (Schaefer, 1c71). For each of the 32 state-
ments on this scale, the student must ndi Gate his or her agreement
or disagreement with the statement. The items are designed to urea-
sure the following dimensions: confidence in the student's own
ideas, appreciation of fantasy, theoretical and aesthetic orientation,
opennesS to impulse expression, and desire for novelty. The follow-
ing are examples of items from the scale:

I like to play "make believe" games.
I often act on the spur of the moment without stopping, to think.
I think daydreaming is always a waste of time.
I feel that thinking up ideas that are "way out or "fa s

is -a waste of time.
I would rather thi! k up a picture of my own than trace or copy
one.
I would rather learn strange new games than play games that I

= know well.
Other children have better ideas than I do, and it is best to fol-
low what they do.
Artists are sissies.
I would rather buy a paint -by- number than paint a picture by
myseif.

Another instrument that could be used to assess affr ct- n e changes
is the Pennsylvania Assessment of Creative Tendency (Rookey, 1970.
This instrument is a self assbssment of self direction, evaluative abil-
ity, flexible thinking, original thinking, elaborative thinking, ' t i l l

ingness to take risks, ease with complexity. curiosity, and Thient
thinking ability. Some examples of items on this scale are given be-
low.



If the last page of .a book i issing, the book is not worth' ead-
ing,
I would like to make up a new song.
TV, news shows are boring.
Learning how to do things is more important than getting
cellent marks.
I like to make things without following directions.
I thi -nk.I could make up stories as good as those, in books.
Many other scales for assessing attitudes toward creative thinking

activities and for assessing student perceptions of their own creativ-
ity may be found in the Appendix and in the Basic References on the
M.Jasurement of Creativity. Most of these scales take only 10 to 20
minutes to administer but will provide some valuable information
to the teacher about the success he or she has achieved in meeting
particular affective objectives. If they are administered prior to the
implementation of the activities designed to have an impact on these
attitudes and again some time after the program has been operating,_
and change is expected, some assessment of the effects of the teach::
ing strategies can be made. As with changes in the achievemen
arena, it would be desirable to compare changes in students in the
group in which creativity has been a primary objective with changes
in a group where creativity was not a primary objective. Compari-
sons could also be made between groups in which different strate2
gies had been used to try to achieve the same objectives.

A, teacher who is iitereAed in evaldating the affective conse-
quences of a program for developing creative thinking abilities
might also choose to solicit the opinions of the students in the class-
room about the particular activities used A simple questionnaire
designed for this purpose follows. Through an instrument such as
this, the teacher can gather information about the degree to Which
the students enjoyed-the activities presented as well as information
about the students( perceptions of the effects the program 'had on
their thinking/

Regardless' of the judgments you make aholt whether or not to
continuesusing a particular teathing strategy or set of creativity-,
training materials, it is important to keep in mind that each class
and e:ach teacher are unique and that some assessment MuSthe made
oflhe success of these materials and strategies in attaining the.goals

/you-have in mind. No matter how good the material might look in
the package or how impressive the.literature, the ultimate test is how
well they work in your classroom.

A Student Questionnaire

Na Teacher's Name

Directions: The following questions ask for: your opinions about the
creativity exercises you have been working'on in this class. This is.-



a chance for you kQ let others know how you feel about these activi-
ties. Please answer each question as hOnestly as possible. Check the
one answer that most clearly expresses your opinion.

1. If you were going to teach sixth grade next year _would you

include more creativity activities than you have had this
year.

include fewer .reativity activities than you have had this
yew-.

include the same number of creativity
have had this year.

include no creativity activities.

vities as you

2. If you were given a choice next year, which of the following
would you do?

Vote to continue working on creativity exercises like the
ones we used this year.

Vote not to continue working on these activities.

Have no opinion.

3. Which activity does your class_ enjoy the most?

Spelling

Reading

Arithmetic

Creativity exercises

4. The discussions we have about ur responses to the creativity
activities = _-

often help me think of nevi, ideas.

sometimes help me think of new ideas.

are fun, but seldom help me think of new ideas.

are a waste of time.

5. Discussions we have about our .po e to the creativity activ-
ities

are valuable and should follow every activity.

are sometimes valuable, but only helpful for some activi-
ties.

are valuable for some students, but not for me.
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take up too much time. I would rather work on other ac "v-
ity sheets.

6. The teacher

allows us to think.of wild ideas and accepts them whether
they are practical or not.

accepts only practical and useful responses.

allows us to express wild ideas, and then helps us to judge
whether our ideas are practical and useful and accepts our
opinion.

7. The creativity program has

helped me think of many ways to solve a prehle

helped me find the right solution to problems.

has not helped me solve problems.

8. When we work on these activities

a few boys and girls do most of the talking.

the teacher does most of the talking.

the teacher and a few boys and girls do most of the talking.

we all try to contribute to the 'discussions.

9. I would like to work on this type of activity

every day.

two or three ti _s a week.

once a week.

none of the above.

10. When working on these activity sheets, I like to work host

alone.

with one other person.

in a small group.

with the whole class.

. While working on the. creativity activities, I most often

wish we had more time to work.

feel we have just about the right amount of time to work.

think we spend too much time on each activity,



12.fhose-Creativity activities are

as important as the other subject's I study in school.

more important than other subjects I study in school.

fun, but not as important as other subjects I study
school.

a waste of tune.

13. Do you feel that the creativity exercises have made your regular
school work more interesting? I feel they have

made it less interesting.

-- made it neither more nor less interesting.

made it slightly more interesting.

made it quite a bit more Interesting.

made it a great deal more interesting.

14. Do you feel that your thinking has improved since yob be
working on the creativity activity sheets? My thinking

became poorer.

did not change.

improved slightly.

improved quite a lot.

improved greatly.

15. Do you feel that the creativity exercises helped you in your reg-
ular schoolwork? These exercises

have made me poorer in my regular schoolwork.

have not helped 'me in my regular schoolwork.

have helped me slightly in my regular schoolwork.

have helped me quite a bit in my regular schoolwork

have helped me a great deal in my regular schoolwork.

16. Do you now enjoy using your mind more than you did before
you began.using the creativity activity sheets? I now enjoy using
my mind

less than before.:,

about the same as before

a little bit more than before.



quite a bit more -ham before.

-very much more than before,

177-Now tharl-Kava-w-orked2on-these--cre acti_vittes, I believe I
am

more creative than I used to-be.

less creative than I used-to be.

about the same as I used to be.

not creative at all.

18. When working on creativity exercises I

had to think harder than I do in other classes.

thought about as hard as I.did in other classes,

did not have to think as hard as I do in other classes.

19. Working on-these aeLviti!s was

more fun than working on other subjects.

about,the.sartia as working on other activities.

boring and not as ,much fun as some other subjects.

Which subjects are more fun?

20. These activities were

too hard.

difficult, but I could do them if I really tried.

neither too hard or too easy. just about right.

too easy

21.. When I am working on the creativity activities

I think in different ways than I do when I am working on
my other work. My brain must dddifferent things.

I think in the same way as I do when I am working on my
other work. My brain does the same things.

7
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ASymmary of
Pr ctical ImpIicQtions

for The Teacher

The research presented in the previous chapters leads to some gen-

eral considerations about what a teacher might do to encourage cre-

ative production by students in the classroom.

1. Provide a nonthreatening atmosphere. The classroom environ-

ment should be structured in such a way that students' ideas

and opinions are respected, ridicule of new ideas is eliminated,

questioning is encouraged, and questions are asked that allow

students to be open and uninhibited in response.

2. Refrain from becoming the judge of the worth of all products in

the classroom. An open, nonjudgmental attitude on the part of

the teacher will allow more freedom for divergent production as

well as the evaluative skills necessary for the complete creative

process. Encourage students to developeriteria to judge both the

work of peers and themselves.
Model creative thinkiiig arid/or introduce-other individuals who

are able to illustrate the creative thinking process to the stu-

dents. The teacher should take care to model creative problem

solving procedures on as man_ y occasions as possible, not sim-

ply during "creativity time."
4. Attempt to integrate activities and questions that encourage di-

vergent production and evaluation into as many content areas

as possible. The necessity of illustrating transfer of these skills

to all areas of thinking cannot be overestimated.
5. Make a COIiSCIOLIS effort to remind students to be creative, to be

original, to try to think of new ways to solVe a problem, etc.

6. Systematically reward novel production. The use of operant

conditioning to reinforce specific types of novel behavior can

lead to an overall increase in creative production. For example.

the reinforcement of the use, variety of sentence structures
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in an essay has been shown to influence overall creative writing
skill. Care should be taken to choose appropriate reinforcementzl
Gifted children can be expected to value rewards that are some-
what -unique.

7. Provide stimuli for as many of the senses as possible. A variety
of stimuli encourage the student to view the problem from a
variety of perspectives and also seem to enhance the sense of
openness and psychological freedom.

8. Make use of warm-up activities when moving from highly struc-
tured convergent or memory type activities into activities re-
quiring students to engage in creative production. Such brief
activities should he used to reaffirm the nonthreatening envi-
ronment and are most effective if they relate to the task to be
accomplished.

9. Incorporate activities into the classroom instruction that require
students to generate a large number of correct responses. That
is, provide open ended questions that have no single, right an-
swer.

10. Instruct students in the principles of brainstorming, but incor-
porate strategies for self evaluation of the quality of ideas. Fur-
thermore, brainstorming activities will be most productive if
tied to "real problems" or "meaningful production" rather
than simple games.
Be a participant in the actions. Do not merely pose problems,
but be an active problem solver.

12. Encourage students to express positive self statements about
their creativity and avoid negative self evaluations. Provide
them with guiding statements of attitudes, approaches to prob-
lems; and orientations to the process.
Attempts to incorporate published material into the curriculum
are dependent on the understanding and commitment of the
teachers who are using the curriculum. No packaged materials,
are independent of the teacher's use of those materials, and the
effectiveness of creativity training materials seem to be particu-
larly influenced -by the teacher's attitude and the environment
of the classroom.

14. Whichever strategies, are adopted for classroorrvse must he
evaluated within the particular classroom with your particular
students and teaching style: what works in one situation will
not always Work in others. Continual assessment of the objec-
tives of instruction is crucial.
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Name of Test Author Type of Measure Source from Which McKim

May Be Obtained

Bogart Symbol Test of I lirbert J, liugarl Visuakyritten lest, of

Originality originality

Carlson Analytical

Originality Scoring

Chi Idruns Individual

Test of Creativity

Classroom Creativity

Observation

Schedule

Cognitive Orientation

Questioniaire of

(rat :

(..;reative riting

,Rating S

Ruth K, Carlson Rating scale of

originality of

children's Stories

N, 5, Melfessel, Individual test of

Marilyn Burns, & creativity

I, T. Foster

Davicl.A. Denny Observation schedule

of classroom

behaviors fostering

pupil creativity

Schulamith Kreider QuiIionnaire

and Flans Kreider referring to beliefs

about .:tiriosity

Jack R. McClellan Rating scale

Bogart, ft J. The development

of u visual=verbal Measuro of

general creativity, MC

Document No otigut

Sparking words: 200 Creative

arid practical writing ideas

Marilyn Burns

3858 Buena Park Drive

Studio City CA 91684

David A. Denny

State University College

Oneonta NY 13820

Schulamith Kreider

Cepartaient of Psychology

Tel Aviv University

Tel Aviv, Israel

McClellan; J. R. Creative

writing characierisiiis of

eh ildren Doctoral

Dissertation; University of

Southern California; Los

Angeles, 1956,

Age

Reading young

through adult

Elementary and

intermediate

grades

Preschool through

elementary

grades

Kindergarten to 9

,years

4 to 8 years

8 to 12 years



Creativity Altitude rharles E. Schaefer Self report Psychologists and Educatoi b to 12 years

Survey questionnaire Inc Suite 212, 211 West L'

State Street., Jacksonville IL

62650

Creativity SelReport 'John F. Feldhusen Self report John F. Feldhusen ,
Junior high ihrougn,

Scale questionnaire on Educational PSychology adult

creative and Section

divergent thinking Fordo University
PP f1

West Ji IN 47906::

Drawing Completion Helen H. Davidson Divergen production Judith 1/V Greenberg 8 year to adult

Test Judith V, in figur teriiiis The City College

Greenberg Convent Avenue

New York NY 1(1031

Drawing Completion llaVid Schulman Drawing rating scale Schulman, D. Openness of Elementary and

Task (DCT) perception as a conditionfor junior high

creativity: Exceplienol

Children, 1966, 1=94,

Gros S Geometric Ruth 13: Gross VisualTictorial rating Ruth BF Gross 3 to 10 years

Form scale of drawings Department of Psychology

Xavier University

01! 45339

lustances,Alternate Michael A. Wallach Paper and pencil Wa;lack, M:A & Kogan, N 8 years and older

Uses, Similarities, Nathan Kogan 'ineasdo of Modes of thinking in young

Pattern Mening ideational fluency children, New York Holt,

Line Moaning 1965,

Maws' About Myself Wallace 11, Miw Curiosity rating scale Maw, V H F
& Maw, E. W. Sclf. Grades 4 through 6.

Sole Ethel W. Maw appraisal of curiosity, leurno:

of Educotionol Researli,

1968, 4, 462466.



KnnsylvaLio Thomas I, Ro (ikey Attitude inventory

Assessment of

Creative Thinking

Scale for Rating

liehavloral

12haracteristics of

Superior Students

(SRBCSSI

Something About Joe Khatena

Myself (SAM)

Joseph S..Renzalli, Rating scale of student

et al. characteristics

including creativity

Self report checklist

Starkweather Elizabeth K, Fluency

Originality Test for Starkweather

Young Children

LI 0

Thias J, Rookey 9 to 14 ir

Educational Development

Center

East Stroudsberg State College

East Strouilsherg PA mot

Creative Learning Elementary

school

Joe Khalena

Dga,rtmerit of Educational

Foundations

Marshall University

Huntington liVV 25791

E, K. Starkmalher.

Family Relations and

Child Development Dept,

Oklahoma State University

Stillwater OK RN

Adolescent to adult

31/2 to 61/2 years


